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A bstract
This work consists of results on three questions in the algebraic theory of 
forms.
The first question deals with characterizing the W itt kernel (i.e. the 
anisotropic non-singular quadratic forms over that become hyperbolic) over 
a  given field extension. For separable quadratic and bi-quadratic extension 
this is well known (for example see [Bl, 4.2 and 4.3], [B2, p. 121], [L, p. 200], 
[ELW, 2.12]). In chapter 2, we provide answers to this question for insepara­
ble quadratic and bi-quadratic extensions. We provide theorem 2.1.5, which 
in particular answers question 4.4 in [B2]. From this result we prove the ex­
cellence property for inseparable quadratic extension, which is in turn used to 
find the W itt kernels of inseparable bi-quadratic extensions.
In the third chapter we study the relation between similarity of quadratic 
forms and isomorphism and place equivalence of their function fields. In sec­
tions 3.1 and 3.2, we show that the function fields of special Pfister neighbors of 
the same Pfister form are isomorphic. Also we show that any Pfister neighbor 
of codimension <  4 is special; in particular this implies place equivalence im­
plies birational equivalence in this case. Together with the main result of [H3], 
this gives an affirmative answer of the quadratic Zariski problem in dimension
3. (see §3.3). In §3.4 we provide few results on the problem of descent of sim­
ilarity over field extensions and some examples were similarity is determined 
by their generic splitting tower.
In the last chapter we provide a  positive answer for the following conjecture 
of Pfister-Leep in the special case d =  the characteristic of the field £




1.1 Terminology, Notations and Basic Facts 
Our standard references on quadratic forms are Lam’s book [L], Scharlau’s 
book [Sch] and Baeza’s lecture notes [B2].
Let k  be a field. The set of non-zero elements of k  will be denoted by k*.
A quadratic k-form q {or simply a form) is a map from a finite dimensional 
ft-vector space V  to k  satisfying: (i) For every a €  k  and x  €  V, q(ax) = 
a2q(x), and (ii) 2?,(x,y) := g (x + y ) — q(x) — q(y) is a bilinear map. (V,q) is 
called a  quadratic space. For simplicity we write q for (V,q). The dimension 
of q, dim q := dim V. After fixing a basis of V, we may consider the map q as 
a  homogeneous polynomial of degree 2  in n coordinate indeterminates, where 
n = dim V. We will sometimes work interchangeably with both the quadratic 
map and the polynomial and make no distinction between them.
Two quadratic spaces (V, qi), {V,q2) are isometric, denoted by q1 = q2, if 
there exists a  linear isomorphism L : V  — ► V  such that for every x  £ V, 
qi(x) = q%{Lx) (This equivalent to saying that the polynomial q\ can be 
obtained from the polynomial q2 by an invertible linear change of variables). 
The forms q\ and q  ̂ are called similar, denoted by qi «  q2, if there exists 
a G k* such that q\ =  aq2. A form q is called non-singular if the subspace 
V x := {x € V  J 2?9(x,y) =  0 for all y  € V} =  0, or equivalently, if the matrix 
(B ,(ej,e j)) with respect to a  basis { e j,. . .  ,e„} of V  is nonsingular.
Two vectors x  and y  are called orthogonal if Bq(x,y) = 0. The form q is 
said to represent an element a G k, written q ~  a, if there exists a  vector
1
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x  €  V  such that g(x) =  a. The set of elements non-trivially represented by 
q over k  is denoted by Dk{q)\ the subscript will sometimes be omitted. The 
form q is called isotropic if it represents 0 non-trivially; otherwise it is called 
an isotropic. A subspace W of V is said to be totally isotropic if q\w =  0. If 
(Vi, q\) and (V2, q%) are quadratic spaces, then their orthogonal sum (V, q) is 
defined by: V  =  V\ 0  Vi and g(xi 0  X2) :=  9i(x i) +  ?2{x2)- In this case we 
write q = q\ J- <72-
The non-singular isotropic two dimensional is called a  hyperbolic plane, 
and will be denoted by H . W ith a suitable choice of basis, the polynomial 
corresponding to H  is X Y .  A form is called hyperbolic if it is isometric to 
r  x [0,0] :=  [0,0] ±  . . .  ±  [0,0] (r summands). Any non-singular form q can 
be decomposed into q — rH  ±  q\ with qi anisotropic. The positive integer 
r  is uniquely determined by q and so is q\, up to isometry. The form q\ is 
called the anisotropic part or the the kernel of q, and r is called the W itt 
index of q. Two nonsingular forms qi and q2 are said to be W itt equivalent 
if they have isometric kernel forms. This is an equivalence relation and the 
equivalence classes form an abelian group called the W itt group of k and 
denoted by W(k).  (Actually W(fc) is a ring with the multiplication being the 
tensor product of forms, but it will not be needed in this work.)
Let q be a  fc-form and L f k  be a  field extension. Then q is also an L-form. 
We write q^ or q ® L for the L-form q.
1.1.1 Forms over fields o f characteristic ^ 2. Over such fields, any 
quadratic form is isometric to a  diagonal form ( a i , . . . , an) := a i X f  +  • • • +  
a„X%. (This corresponds to choosing a basis { e i,. . .  ,e„} of pairwise orthog­
onal vectors with g(e,) =  a ;.) The form q is non-singular if the product 
a\ • - • an ^  0. The class of the element det(g) := a\ • * • a„ in k*/(km)2 is called
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the determinant of q. The determinant of a  quadratic form q does not change 
when q is replaced by another form isometric to q. The hyperbolic plane H  is 
isometric to (1 ,-1 ).
1.1.2 Forms over fields of characteristic 2. For nonsingular two dimen­
sional quadratic space (P, q) over afield of characteristic 2 there exists a  basis 
e ,f of P  such that B g(e,f) =  1. W ith respect to such a basis, q is denoted 
by [a, 6], where q(e) = a, and q(f) = b. Arf showed in [1, Satz 2] that any 
nonsingular quadratic space (P, q) is the orthogonal sum of such nonsingular 
two dimensional subspaces:
( P , q ) = P 1 ± . . .  _LP„.
In particular, the dimension of a  nonsingular quadratic space is even. For 
* =  1 , . . . ,  n, let e;, f, be a basis of P; such that P 9(ef, f.) =  1, and let o, =  q fe )  
and bi =  g(f,). Then e x ,f i , . . .  ,e n,f„ is a  basis of P  with respect to which 
q =  [ai,fq] _L . . .  .L [a„,6„]. The A r f in variant of a non-singular quadratic
form is the defined to be the class of the element ai6i H------ (-a nb„ in k  modulo
the (additive) subgroup pP(k)  := {c2 — c |c 6 k}.  The following known result 
(see [Sch, p. 341, Lemma 4.4.(i)]) will be used frequently in chapter 2 without 
reference.
PROPOSITION Let q\ and <72 be non-singular forms o f dimension 2. Then qi 
and <72 are isometric i f  and only i f  q\ and q2 represent a common element and 
have the same A r f invariant.
1.1.3 Pfister forms. Let k be a  field of characteristic ^  2. The 0-fold 
Pfister form is (1), the 2-fold Pfister form is ( l ,a )  ±  d ( l ,o ) ,  and an n-fold 
Pfister form is defined to be Q X dQ where d € k m and Q  is an (n — l)-fold 
Pfister form. The following important properties of Pfister forms will be used 
frequently in chapter 2.
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For a Pfister form P  we have :
(i) P  is non-singular form of dimension 2n, and for n > 1, P  has deter­
minant 1 .
(ii) If P  is isotropic, then P  is hyperbolic.
(iii) If P  represents a €  Ar*, then P  S  aP.
It is known that a four dimensional form is similar to a Pfister form if and 
only if it has determinant 1 .
For fields of characteristic 2, the 0-fold Pfister form is [l,a] where a G k*, 
and an n-fold Pfister form is defined to be Q ±  dQ where d G k* and Q is an 
(n — l)-fold. In characteristic 2, a four dimensional form is similar to a Pfister 
form if and only if it has trivial Arf invariant. The properties (ii) and (iii) 
above still hold for Pfister forms in characteristic 2.
1.2 Function Fields 
Here we recall some of the basic definitions and results about function fields 
of quadratic forms that will be used frequently in chapter 3.
Let k  be a  field of characteristic ^  2 . A function field is a finitely generated 
field extension K / k .  We use dim for the transcendence degree of a  function 
field. A pure transcendental function field is also said to be rational, and we 
consider the case that K  = k to be a  rational extension of dim 0. A generic zero 
of an irreducible polynomial f ( X )  in n indeterminates (over k) is an n-tuple 
(x) of elements (from fl) such that f (x )  = 0 and dimfc(x)/fc =  n — 1. Every 
irreducible polynomial has a generic zero, which determines a  field extension 
k(x) j k  up to ^-isomorphism; and the function field of f ( X )  is defined to be this 
extension k(x ) / k  (or, more precisely, any element of the isomorphism class of 
this extension), irreducible quadratic form Q ( Xo , X \ , . . .  , X n) is the function 
field of the dehomogenized polynomial Qaf := Q (I, X \ , . . .  ,X n) (which is also
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irreducible) and is denoted k(Q).  The adjective ‘affine’ will henceforth be 
dropped, it being understood that by function field of a  form we mean its 
affine function field. (Note: The function field of a form is independent of 
which indeterminate is used to dehomogenize the form.) A function field 
of a nonsingular quadratic form is also called a quadratic function Held for 
short. Two irreducible forms Q and Q' are said to be birationally equivalent 
if k(Q)  ££ k(Q’),
Any quadratic form of dimension >  2 is irreducible, hence it has a  function 
field. A two dimensional form is irreducible if and only if it is anisotropic. 
Also, any two non-singular isotropic form of the same dimension have the 
same function field.
P r o p o s it io n  1.2.1 (cf, e.g. [KI, p. 72, Proposition 3.8]) An irreducible non­
singular form Q is isotropic i f f k (Q) jk  is rational.
The next theorem is essentially an application of the Cassels-Pfister sub­
form theorem (cf. [L, p. 262, Theorem 2.8]).
T h e o r e m  1.2.2 I f  P  is an anisotropic Pfister form and Q an irreducible non­
singular form, then P  becomes isotropic over k(Q) (if and) only i f  Q is similar 
to a subform o f P.
C o r o l l a r y  1.2.3 I f  an irreducible nonsingular form Q is birationally equiv­
alent to a subform o f an anisotropic Pfister form P, then Q is similar to a 
subform o f P. In particular birationally equivalent irreducible Pfister forms 
are isometric.
We will need the following recent and powerful result (see [H4, theorem 1], 
also [HR2]).
T h e o r e m  1.2.4 Let P  and ip be k-forms with P  anisotropic and d im P  <  
2" <  dim  ip for some n >  0. Then P  stays anisotropic over k(ip).
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Following [Kl], a  field K / k  is called a  generic zero Seld for a  non-singular 
fc-form q if q is isotropic over K  and for any L fk  with qi isotropic, there exists 
a  fc-place 7 : K  -4 L U {0 0 }. The function field of q is a generic zero field for 
q. A generic splitting tower fco, f c i , . . . , fc*, of a non-singular quadratic fc-form q 
(assumed irreducible if dim =  2) can be constructed (inductively) as follows: 
set fco =  fc and qo =  (^)an, the anisotropic part of q. If dim % < 0, stop with 
fco =  fc. Otherwise choose fci a  generic zero field of qo. We repeat this by 
choosing fct- a generic zero field of <7,-, the anisotropic part of q over fc,_i; and 
letting qi be the kernel of q®  fcj. We stop at h (called the height of q) is the 
smallest integer such that dim q  ̂ < 1 . The form qi,-i is a Pfister form, and is 
called the leading form of q. The degree of q, written degg, is n  where 2" is the 
dimension of the leading form. One generic splitting tower can be constructed 
by taking fc,, i > 0 , to be the function field of 1 over fc,_i.
Chapter 2 
W itt kernels o f inseparable extensions
An im portant question in the algebraic theory of quadratic forms is to deter­
mine the behavior of quadratic forms over field extensions. More precisely, if 
K /k  is a field extension, then the inclusion i : k -¥ K  induces a group homo­
morphism i* : W(k)  ->• W ( K )  of the W itt groups given by <p h* ip ® K  for any 
ip e  W(fc). The question is to determine the kernel of i*, that is, to determine 
the anisotropic fc-forms that become hyperbolic over K.  This kernel is called 
the W itt kernel of the extension K/k. When K / k  is an algebraic extension 
of odd degree, Springer [Sp] showed that i* is a monomorphism. If k has 
characteristic ^  2 and K / k  is a quadratic extension, it is a well known
Theorem. ([4, p. 200, Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.2]) I f  <p is an anisotropic 
quadratic k-form that becomes isotropic over K  =  k{'/d), then there exists 
c € k such that c ( X2 — d Y 2) is a subform o f <p; and i f  ip becomes hyperbolic 
over K , then there is a k-form q such that tp = q ±  —dq.
Similar results hold when k  is of characteristic 2 and K  is a separable quadratic 
extension: If K  = k[ X\ / {X2 + X  + b) and ip is a nonsingular anisotropic 
quadratic A>form which becomes isotropic over K , then there exists c E k  such 
that c ( X2 +  X Y  +  bY2) is a  subform of ip (see [B2, p. 121, Theorem 4.2]).
In this chapter we determine the W itt kernel for purely inseparable quadratic 
extensions (§2 .1) and for bi-quadratic extensions over fields of characteristic 2 




2.1 Inseparable quadratic extensions 
Throughout this section, let A; be a  fixed field of characteristic two and K  =  
k(y/d) be an inseparable quadratic extension of k. Here we prove (see 2 .1 .8 )  
that if a non-singular anisotropic k-form p  becomes hyperbolic over K, then p  
is isometric to q J. dq for some /e-form q. This answers a  question of Baeza [Bl, 
4.4] who showed the corresponding weaker assertion with isometry replaced by 
W itt equivalence. Actually we prove a sharper result (see 2 .1 .6 ). The results 
in this section have been published as [A].
P ro p o s i t io n  2 .1 .1  (cf. [A, 2.1]) Let (V, q) be a nonsingular quadratic space 
and S  be a totally isotropic subspace o f V .  I f  the W itt index o f q is greater 
than dim(S), then S  is contained in a  totally isotropic subspace o f dimension 
1 +  dim(5').
PROOF. The space V  contains a totally isotropic subspace T  of dimension 
equal to the W itt index of q\ for if r  x [0,0] is a subform of q, we can pick an 
isotropic vector e; in each [0 , 0] and e i , . . . ,  er span a  totally isotropic subspace. 
Let R  = S  fl T. Then 5  =  R  ® So and T  =  R  © To, where So and To are 
subspaces of S  and T  respectively. Since by hypothesis dim(T) >  dim(S), 
dim(To) — dim(So) =  dim(T) — dim(S) >  0; and since (V, q) is nonBingular, 
dim(Sox ) =  dim (y) — dim(5o). Note that
dim (To fl So1) =  dim(T0) +  dim(SoX) -  dim(T0 +  S0X)
>  dim(To) +  dim(V) — dim(So) — dim(V) >  0
Thus, there exists a non-zero vector v  €  To fl Sq. Since v €  T (=  R  ® T0) 
and T  is totally isotropic, v £ R 1. Hence v  e  (iZ ® So)1  =  S x . Also v  £  S; 
otherwise, v  6  S  D T  =  U , hence v e i 2 n T o  =  0 , a  contradiction. Then 
the subspace generated by S  and v. is totally isotropic, because S  is totally
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isotropic, v  is isotropic, and v  E S 1. Since v  R  =  S  fl T , th is subspace 
contains S  properly. □
The following lem m a is a  slight variation of [B l, Lemma 3.1].
L e m m a  2.1.2 (cf. [A, 2.2]) Let (V,q) be a  nonsingular quadratic space and 
x i, • • • ,x s €  V  be linearly independent vectors such that B q(xi ,xj)  =  0 for 
1 <  <  s. Let  q(xi) = a,' for i =  1 , . . . ,  s. Then there exist &i,. . . ,  ba E fc
such that [ai, &i] ±  . . .  X [as, bg] is a  subform o f q.
PROOF. Let n — dim(V). Since q is nonsingular and X i,. . . ,  x s are linearly 
independent, d im ({x i,. . .  .x*}-1-) =  n — s and dim({x2, . . .  =  n — s +  1
( if s =  1, put {x2, . . .  ,x a}x =  V) . Thus there exists y x G {x2, . . .  tXg}-1- 
such that Bq{xi ,y{)  =  1. Let W  be the subspace generated by X i,y lt Then 
W  = [ai,&i], where fcj — g(yi). In particular W  is nonsingular, and hence 
V  = W  ±  W 1 — [a i,6 i] ±  W 1- (by [B2, p. 10, Proposition 3.2 ]). If s =  1 
then we are done. If s > 1 , then the statement follows by induction on s since 
x2 , . . . , x „  G W x . □
We will need the following criterion for representing elements of k  over
K  = k(Vd).
PROPOSITION 2.1.3 (cf. [A, 2.3]) Let q be a nonsingular k-form and Jet a  G k 
which is not represented by q over k. Then q represents a over K  (if and) only 
i f  either
. (i) there exist c and e in k such that [afc2 + d),e] is a subform o f q, or 
(ii) there exist b,e, f  G k such that [6, e] J_ [a +  bd, / ]  is a subform ofq.
PROOF. Suppose q represents a  over K.  Let v  be a  K -vector such th a t 
q(v) =  a. Since q does not represent a, v  =  v j +  \/d v 2 where Vi and v 2 are 
fc-vectors and v 2 ^  0. Since a G fc and y/d & fc, a = q(v) = q(vi) +  dtf(v2) +
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>fdBq(v i, V2), which implies that
0  — 5 , ( v i ,v 2), and 
a =  9 ( v i ) +  dg(v2).
If Vi =  cv2 for some e e l : ,  then a =  (c2 +  d)<7(v2). In this case q represents 
afc2 +  d) over k ; hence by Lemma 2.1.2 (with s =  1), there exists e e l :  such 
that [afc2 +  d),e] is a subform of q. On the other hand, if Vi and v2 are 
independent, let b =  g(v2) and apply 2 .1.2 to v i , v 2 to conclude that there 
exist e, /  E k  such that [6, e] _L [a +  bd, f]  is a  subform of q. □
Since the form [0, e] is isotropic, the case of 2.1.3 with a =  0 is
C o r o l l a r y  2.1.4 (cf. [A, 2.4]) Let q be a nonsingular anisotropic k-form. 
Then q becomes isotropic over K  (if and) only i f  there exist b, e, /  E k such 
that [6 , e] X [bd, f] is a subform o f q.
(This corollary also appears as a part of the proof of [B l, Lemma 4.3].)
THEOREM 2.1.5 (cf. [A, 2.5]) Let(V,q) be a nonsingular anisotropic quadratic 
k-form and let K  = k(\/d).  I f  the W itt index o f q over K  equals r > 1, then 
either
(i) there exist a,b E k such that [a,6] _L d[a,6] is a subform o f q, or
(ii) there exist a , ,6j,e, E k  (i =  l , - - - , r )  such that ([ai,&i] ±  [dai,ci]) -L 
. . .  ±  ([ar , 6r] ±  [dar, cr]) is a subform o f q.
P r o o f . The form q becomes isotropic over K  because r >  1. Thus, by 2.1.4 
there exist ai,&i,ci E k such that [ai,f>i] X [dai,ci] is a  subform of q . Let m  
be the largest positive integer such that there exist a  quadratic space (V7, tf) 
and o,, 6,, c, €  k, 1 < i < m, such that
(V,q) S  ([ai,i>i] 1  [dai,ci]) 1 . . .  X {[am, 6m] X [dam,cm]) X (V ',^ )
S  L\  X . . .  X Lm X (V ',^ )
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where A, =  [a,-, fy] -L [do,, c,] for * =  1 , . . . ,  m. If m  =  r , then we have case (ii) 
and we are done. So assume that m <  r. Let e,-, f; be the basis associated to 
and g,, hi be the basis associated to [do,-, Ci].
The A'-vectors
vi =  Vdei +  gj, v 2 =  \Zde2 +  g2, ■ • •, vm =  \/d em +  gm
are linearly independent over AT, and pairwise orthogonal because v,- G K®kLi,  
for i =  1 , . . .  ,m . Moreover, they are isotropic since g(v,) =  q(y/dei +  g f) =  
d<7(e,) +  <?(g,) =  doj +  dai =  0 . Thus they generate over K  a  totally isotropic 
subspace of dimension m.
Since the W itt index of q over K  is r >  m, { v i , . . . ,  v m} is contained in 
a  totally isotropic A'-subspace S  of dimension >  m by 2.1.1. Now, choose 
Vo G 5  to be linearly independent of v i , . . . ,  v m over K  and let
v =  v0 -  ^ ( v o ^ O v ,  B ,(v 0 , h m)vra.
Since Vj, h f G K  <B>k Ai for i =  1 , . , . ,  m,
J5,(v, hi) =  5 ,(v 0, h,) +  B q( \ 0, h  {)Bq(vh h.)
=  5 ,(v 0, hi) +  B q(v0, h  i)Bq{Vdei +  g„ h f)
=  2?,(v0 ,h,) +  B9(vo,hi)(^/d0 + 1 )
-  0 .
Moreover, since Vo,. . . ,  v m G S', they are isotropic and pairwise orthogonal, 
hence v is isotropic. Also, v  is A'-linearly independent of { v i , . . . ,  vm} because 
v 0 is.
Write
v =  (oriei +  /?ifi +  7 igj +  5ihi) +  • * • +  (a mem +  /?mfm + 7mgra +  ^mhm) +  u
12
where ai,/?i,7i,<5j €  K  (i — and u  € V'K. Since 0 =  Bg(v,h() =  7 ;
and 0 =  Bq(v, v,) =  tf9(v, \Zde; +  g 4) =  y/dBq(v,ei)  +  £,{v,g,-) =  v'd/J, +  <Sj, 
(i =  1 , . . . ,  m), we have
(*) v =  [aiei +/?i(fi +  \/dhi)] +  * • ■ +  [<*mem +  /?m(fm +  ■\/dhm)] +  Ui +  y/du2.
where u  =  u i +  y/du2 and Uj, u 2 €  V'.
Suppose first /?i =  1. Let x  and y  be the A;-vectors such tha t v =  x - f  yfdy. 
Since /?i =  1 , we can solve (*) for fj and hi to conclude that 
fc-span^e^gj, f i ,hi})  +  L2 + • • • +  Lm + V f
= fc-span({ei,g1,x,y})  + L2 + -1 Lm + V'.
Thus e i , g ! , x , y  are linearly independent over k. Since 1 =  # 9(ei, v) =  
B q(eu x  +  y/dy) -  Bq(eu x)  + y/dBq(el fy), we have
1 =  B q(e i ,x)  and 0 =  £ ,(e i ,y ) .
Similarly, because \fd  =  A?fl(gi, v), we have
1 =  5 ,(g ! ,y )  and 0 =  B q(gu x).
Since by definition q(e 1) =  01 and g(gt ) =  aid,
QiSi) — dq(ei).
Also x, y  are orthogonal and dq(x) = q(dy) because 0 — q(v) =  q(x +  y/dy) =  
q(x)+ dq(y) +  y/dBq (x, y ). Let W  be the space generated by e i , x, g x, y. Then 
with respect to the basis { e ^ x . g ^ d y } ,  we can write q\w =  [a,fe] _L d[a,6], 
where a = q(e 1) and b =  g(x). In particular, W  is a  nonsingular subspace of 
V, hence V  = W  X W 1 (by [B2, p. 10, Proposition 3,2 ]), i.e. [a, b] _L d[a,6] 
is a  subform of q.
If /?i ^  0, then replace v  by (l//?j)v , and similarly if /?, ^  0 for some 
i =  1 , . . . ,  m. Hence we may assume that for i =  1 , . . . ,  m, /?,• =  0. That is, 
v =  c*iei +  *• • +  o;me m +  u. Let a,- =  t* +  \/ds,- where t,-,Sj €  k for i = 1,• *• ,m
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and let p = a iif  +  a\ds\ H 1- amt^, +  amds^,. Note that p = ^ (u ) since
0  =  q(v) -  ^(Qiei +  • • • +  a mem) + g'(u)
=  a i a j  + -----1- a ma ^  +  g'(u)
=  P +  ?'(«)
Since the subform ([ai,£>i] X [dai,ci]) X . . .  X ([am, bm\ X [dam,cm]) rep­
resents every element the shape aizf  +  aidw\ + • • • + am^  +  amd% ( w i t h  
Zi, Wj € k  for i — 1 , . . .  m), it represents p and p{<? +  d) for any c €  k, Hence, 
because q is anisotropic, (f cannot represent p over k  and \p{<? +  d), d\ cannot 
be a subform of for any c , d  € k. Also u  cannot be 0, otherwise since v  is a 
non-zero isotropic vector, aj  ^  0 for some j  < m , and
0  =  q(v) =  ? (a ie i +  • ■ • +  a mem)
=  aittj -I------+ ama^
=  a\t^ +  aidsi + -----1- amt^, +  omds^;
hence ([ai,&i] X [dai,ci]) X . . .  X ([am, 6m] X [dam,cm]) is isotropic over k, 
a  contradiction. Thus, (f represents p  over K. Therefore by proposition 2.1.3, 
there exist am+i , 6m+i,cm+i e  k such that [om+i , 6m+i] X \p + am+id, cm+i] is 
a  subform of g'. Hence,
q =  ([01, 61] X [dfll,Ci]) X . . .  X ([Umi^m] X [dOrnt̂ -m])
X ([nnj+1) ^m+l] X [p -f- (lm+\d, Cm -̂l]) X
for some /s-form q". Let e ,f  be the basis associated to [am+j , 6m+i] and g ,h  
be the basis associated to [p +  am+id,cm+i]. Applying Lemma 2.1.2 to the 
vectors e i , g t , . . . , em, gm, e, and g' := g +  t iei  +  sigx + ---- 1-<mem +  smgm, we
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get: ([aj.&i] 1  [dai.tij]) X . . .  X ([am+i , 6^ +1] X [dam+1,(/m+1]) is a  subform 
of q, where 6 j ,Cj, . . . , b'm+l,dm+1 E k. This contradicts the choice of m. This 
concludes the proof of the theorem. □
C o r o l l a r y  2.1.6 (cf. [A, 2.6]) Let q be a  nonsingular anisotropic fc-form. 
I f  the W itt index o f q over K  is greater than (1/4) dim(q), then there exist 
a , b £  k such that [o,6] X d[a,b] is a subform o f q.
P r o o f .  Let r be the W itt index of q over K. Since r > (1/4) dim(qr), q cannot 
have a subform of the shape ([oi,6 i] X [daj,ct]) X . . .  X ([ar , 6r] X [«dar,cr]) 
because this form has dimension 4r > dim q. Thus theorem 2.1.5 implies that 
there exist a,b E k  such that [a,5] X d[a, 6] is a subform of q. □
Corollary 2.1.6 gives a  lower bound on the W itt index of q over K  to 
guarantee the splitting off of a  subform of the shape [a, 6] X d[a,6]. We failed 
to decide whether the conclusion of 2 .1.6  holds under a  weaker hypothesis. 
The best one can hope for is
QUESTION2.1.7 If q H  X H  X </, where M  is a  hyperbolic plane, does 
it follow th a t there exist a , b £  k such that [a ,6] X d[a,b\ is a subform of qi 
In view of Theorem 2.1.5, it is enough to answer the following:
Q u estio n 2 .1 ,7  ' If q ^  ([ai,6i] X [dai.ci]) X . . .  X ([ar ,6r] X [dar ,c r ]) with 
r > 2, does it follow th a t there exist a,b E k  such tha t [a ,6] X d[atb\ is a  
subform of qi
COROLLARY 2.1.8 (cf. [A, 2.8]) Let q be a  nonsinguJar anisotropic k-form. 
I f  q becomes hyperbolic over K , then there exists a k-form qr such that q =  
(f  X dq1.
P r o o f .  By 2.1.6, there exist a A;-form qo and a,b E k  such that q = 
[a, b] X d[a,b] X qo. Over K, q and [a, 6] X d[a,b] are hyperbolic. Hence
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by the cancellation theorem, go is hyperbolic over K . By induction we have 
go — 9o -L d<f0 for some fc-form q'0. Thus q ¥  ([a, 6| X g(,) X d([a, b] X □
R e m a rk  2.1.9 (cf. [A, 2.9]) A nonsingular anisotropic fc-form q of dimension 
6  cannot become hyperbolic over K . For if the W itt index of q over K  is 3, 
then by 2.1.6, q S  [a, 6] X d[a,b] X [e, /] , for some a, 6 , e , f  G fc. Over K , q 
and [a, 6] X d[a,b] are hyperbolic, and thus by the cancellation theorem (cf. 
[B2, p. 82, Corollary 4.3]), [e,/]  would be isotropic over K . By 2.1.4 this 
is impossible. In the same way one can prove: if the dimension of q is not 
divisible by 4, then q cannot become hyperbolic over K .
If q is a nonsingular anisotropic fc-form of dimension 6 and q has W itt index 
2 over K ,  then it is of the shape [o,6] X d[a,b] X [e, /]  for some o ,6,e, /  G fc. 
More generally by using 2.1.6 inductively as in the proof of 2.1.8, we obtain :
C orollary  2.1.10 (cf. [A, 2.10]) Let q be a nonsingular anisotropic k-form  
o f dimension 4m  +  2. I f  the W itt index o f q over K  is 2m then there exist 
e, f  G fc and a k-form q' such that g S g ' X  dq' X [e, /] .
2.2 Excellence of quadratic extensions 
In this section we develop the tools needed to determine the W itt kernel of 
bi-quadratic extensions. We start with
D e f in it io n  Let L /k  be a field extension. An L-form <p is said to be defined 
over fc if there exists a  fc-form 7  such that <p ££ 7 *,. The extension L /k  is called 
excellent if the anisotropic part over L  of any non-singular fc-form is defined 
over fc.
Some examples of excellent extensions are the algebraic extensions of odd 
degree and the purely transcendental extensions. It is also known that sep­
arable quadratic extension are excellent. This an immediate consequence of
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the following proposition which follows by repeatedly applying [B2 , p. 121, 
Theorem 4.2] (and the cancellation theorem).
P r o p o s it io n  2.2.1 ([B2 , p. 121]) Let k be a  field o f characteristic 2 and let 
K  =  k(j3)/k where {3 & k and (32 — (3 — b £ k. I f  a non-singular anisotropic 
k-form q has W itt index s over K , then the q = C i[l,6] X . . .  X cs[ l ,6] X qo 
for some Ci,. . .  ,cs £ k and a k-form qo. In particular, i f  q becomes hyperbolic 
over K , then q =£ c i[1, 6] X . . .  X cr [l, b] for some c \, . . . ,  cr G k
In 2.2.3 below we show that inseparable quadratic extensions are also ex­
cellent
R em a rk  2.2.2 Let K  =  k{\/d).
(i) Since [ad,c] =  d[a,d\ for some d  G fc, theorem 2.1.5 implies that any 
non-singular anisotropic Ar-form q can be written as
q “  qi X (qo X dq0) X ([a ,,6 ,] X d[au ci]) X . . .  X ([ar , 6r] X d[ar ,cr]), 
where qo and q\ are fc-forms and a,,bi,c, G k, (i = l , . . . , r )  such that the 
W itt index of q over K  =  k{y/d) equals dim(g0) +  r. In particular, qi remains 
anisotropic over K,  and [a;,6,] X d[a,-,ct] is not hyperbolic over K.
(ii) Let a,fc,cG k. Then, over K,  we have
[a, 6] X d[a, c] =  [a, 6] X [a, c] =  [0,6] X [a, b + c] 2* H  X [a, b + c]
The first isometry follows because d G K 2. To see the second isometry, take
Ul,V!,U2 ,
V2 to be a basis associated with the form q [a,b] X [a, c] and note that
g ( u i + u 2) =  g(ui) +  g(u2) =  a + a =  0 ,
£ ,(U i +  U2,Vi) =  5,{Ui,V!) + B , ( u 2,vj)  =  1 +  0 =  1,
9 (v2 +  V!) =  g(vi) + q{v2) = b + c,
Bq{u 2, V i + v 2) =  J0,(u2 ,vi)  +  B9(u2, v2) =  0 + 1  =  l . and
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0 =  5 ,(u i + u 2,u 2) =  £ ,(u i  + U 2,V! +  v2)
=  Bq{vU U2) =  Bq( v U Vl +  v2)
So, rewriting the form q with respect to the new basis Ui +  U2, Vi,U2, V2 +  Vi 
gives q =  [0,6] X [a, b +  c).
THEOREM 2.2.3 Let q be a non-singular anisotropic k-form . Then the 
anisotropic part o f q over K  = k(y/d) is defined over k; i.e. K /k  is excel­
lent.
P r o o f .  We may assume that q is anisotropic over k (otherwise we take the 
anisotropic part of q instead.) Write
q -  9i -L («o X dq0) X ([01 , 61] X d[ai,ci]) X . . .  X ([ar , 6r] X d[nr ,cr]), 
as in remark 2.2.2(i). Over A', go -L dqo is hyperbolic, qi is anisotropic, and 
by 2.2.2(ii), [o,-,6f] X d[a,-,c,] =  H X  [o,,6, +  c,]. Therefore
qx — (dim 70 +  r)H  X qi X [ai, bY + ct] X  L [ar , br +  cr].
Since the W itt index of qx  equals dimqo +  >" (see 2.2.2(i)), the anisotropic part 
of q over K  is qi X [«i, +  ci] X . . .  X [ar , br +  cr], which is defined over k. □
COROLLARY 2.2.4 Let K  =  k{y/d) be a quadratic extension over k. Let o  and 
6 be non-singular k-forms and let 7  be a non-singular K-form. I f a K — &x X 7 , 
then 7  is defined over k.
P r o o f .  It is enough to show that the anisotropic part of 7  is defined over k. 
Since o x  — &k X 7 , we have [7 ] =  [ox -L —<5at] in the W itt ring of K . So the 
anisotropic part of 7  is isometric to that of (<7 X —&)x which, by the previous 
theorem, is defined over k. □
To determine the W itt kernel for bi-quadratic extensions, one needs a 
”characteristic 2” analogue of [ELW, Proposition 2.11.(a) ]. For separable 
quadratic extensions we have
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THEOREM 2.2.5' Let fc be a field o f characteristic 2. Let K /k  be an excellent 
extension o f k. Let q 2* e \[1,6] X . . .  l e r [ l ,6] where b E k* and e\ , . . . ,  er £ K . 
I f  q is defined over fc, then there exist c t, . . . ,  cr £  k such that q c i[ l ,6] _L 
. . .  X cr[l,£>].
The proof is identical to  th a t of [ELW, Proposition 2.11. (a)]; hence om itted. 
For the case of inseparable quadratic extensions we have
THEOREM 2.2.5 Let K /k  be an excellent extension o fk , and let d £ fc*. Let 
7  be a non-singular K-form such that the form 7  X d'y is defined over fc. Then 
there exists a k-form 8  such that 7  X d'y = ( 8  X dS)x.
The proof will be broken into two lemmas.
Lemma 2.2.6 Let a ,b ,c ,d  €  fc such that the form 8  = [a, b] _L d[a, 6] represents 
c. Then 8  =  [c, 6'] ±  d[c, 6'] for some b' £ fc.
PROOF. Let a  9* [l,ab] X d[l,ab]. Since [a,6] =  a [ l ,a 6], we have 8  =  aa . 
Since 8  represents c, we have a  represents ac. But a  is a  Pfister form; therefore 
a  =  aca. Thus we have
8  S  aa  =  a2ca = ca
=  c[l,ai»] J. dc]\,ab]
Since c[l, ab] represents c we have c[l, ab] [c, 6'] for some 6' £  fc. □
Lemma 2.2.7 Let K  be a field extension o f  fc, and Jet d  £ fc*. Let 7  be a 
non-singular K-form such that the form 7  X dy represents an element o fk .  
Then there exist a £  fc, b £ K , and a K-form  71  such that
7  JL d'y 2  ([a, 6] X d[a,b]) X (71  X ^7 1 )
PROOF. Let (V, 7 ) be a  non-singular if-quadratic  space. If d is a  square in 
K ,  then  7  X d'y is a  hyperbolic form of dimension 2 (d im 7 ) which is divisible
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by 4. Hence in this case we take a = b = 0 and 71 to be the hyperbolic form 
of dimension (dim 7  — 1).
If 7  is isotropic, then 7  ^  [0,0] ±  71 and we then let a = b = 0. So, we may 
assume th a t 7  is anisotropic. Suppose 7  X d'y represents an element c G k*. 
So, there exist Vj, v2 €  V  not both zero such that
If v t (respectively, V2 ) is the zero vector, then 7 (vi) (respectively, 7 (v2)) 
equals c (respectively, §). So, 7  represents an element a of k* where a = c 
or a =  3 . Therefore 7  ^  [a, 6] ±  71 for some b € K  and a A'-form 7 1 , and 
the conclusion follows. Therefore we may assume that Vi and v 2 are both 
non-zero.
Assume first that Vi and v 2 are not orthogonal or Vi and v 2 are linearly de­
pendent. Since 7  is non-singular, in either case the vectors Vi, v 2 are contained 
in a non-singular two dimensional subspace V0 of V, Then
for some AT-form 71 . Let /  =  7 (vi) and g = 7 (v2). Then by 2.1.2, we have
for some f , g '  6  K . Since /  +  d2g =  7 (vj) + d7 (v2) =  c, the form [ / , / ']  -L 
d[g, 5 '] represents c G k  . Thus by 2.2.6, there exists b 6  K  such that
c -  7 (vi) +  d7(v2)
(A) (F ,7 ) “  (Vb,7 k )  -L 7i
(B)
and
(C) [ / , / ']  ±  d[g ,g ']^[c , b] ±d[c,b\
Prom the equations (A), (B) and (C) we have
7 -L dy  =  ([/, / ']  ±  71) X d([ff,5'] -L 7i)
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S  ([/, / ']  -L d\g,g']) X (71 X rf7 l)
^  ([c, 6] 1  d[c, 6]) X (7l X d7 1)
as desired.
Now assume that Vj and v2 axe orthogonal and linearly independent. Then 
by 2 .1 .2 ,
(D) 7  a  [ei, / 1] X [e2, / 2] -L 7o
where e, =  7 (v,), i =  1,2, f i , f 2 £ K  and 70 is a /C-form. Since ei +  de2 =  
7 (vi) +  d7 (v2) =  c, the form [eufi] X d[e2, / 2] represents c & k . Thus by 
2.1.2, there exists 6 , r, s £  K  such that
(E) [ei, / 1] X d[e2, / 2] =  [c, b] X [r, s]
From the equations (D) and (E) we have
7  X dy St ([ei, fi]  X [e2, / 2] X 70) X d([eu  / 1] X [e2, / 2] X 70)
-  ([ei, / 1] X d[e2, / 2] X 7o) X d([ei, / 1] X d[e2, / 2] X 70)
=  ([c, 6] X [r, s] X 70) X d([c, b] X [r, s] X 70)
2  ([c, b] X d[c, ft]) X (([r, s] X 70) X d(([r, s] X 70))
=  ([c, 6] X d[c, 6]) X (71 X d7 i),
where 71 := ([r, s] X 70). This completes the proof of the lemma. □
R e m a r k  2.2.8 (i) The forms [a, 6], o[l,ab] and a [ l ,a 262] are isometric because 
they are two dimensional forms representing a  common element a and have 
the same Arf invariant (see the introduction or [Sch, Lemma 4.4.(i), p. 341]).
(ii) Let K  =  k(y/d), a e  k and b € K . By (i), the form [a,6] is isometric to
a[l, a262]; hence is defined over k  because a2b2 €  k. So in the conclusion of the 
previous lemma we may assume that both a and b to be in k.
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PROOF (of Theorem 2.2.5). Since 7  X dy is defined over k, it represents an 
element of A:. So, by the previous lemma and remark
7  X dy “  ([a, 6] X d[a, 6]) X (71 X dyi)
where a,b  €  k  and 71 is a if-form. If dim(7 ) =  2, then we are done. If 
dim(7 ) >  2, then 2.2.4 implies that 71 X d27 i is defined over k. We may 
then use induction to find a fc-form £1 such that 71 X d*yi = (<5i X d8 i)n \ and 
therefore
7  X dy = ([a,b] X d[a,6]) X (5i X d5i)x  
“  (([a,6]X<S1) )X d ( [a ,6] X J 1))K
and we set 8 =  [a, b] X 61. □
2.3 Bi-quadratic extensions 
We are now ready to describe the W itt kernel of bi-quadratic extensions (i.e., 
degree 4 extensions which are the composite of two quadratic extension). We 
start with the inseparable case first. One distinguishes between two types of 
inseparable bi-quadratic extensions: the purely inseparable case where L  =  
k{\/d \, yfdq) with non-square elements d \,d 2 G k; and the case L /k  contains 
an intermediate separable extension. In the latter case L  =  k((3, y/d) for some 
non-square element d G k  and /? £  k  such that j32 — f3 = b € k.
T h eo rem  2.3.1 Let L /k  be an inseparable bi-quadratic extension over k . 
Let q be an anisotropic non-singular k-form such that q is hyperbolic over L.
(i) I f  L = Jb(Var, Vd~2) with d \ , d2 E k, then q is W itt equivalent to a form o f 
the shape
(qx X diqi) X {q2 X d2q2) 
for some k-forms q\ and q2.
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(ii) I f  L =  fc(/?, \/d) where d E k  — k2t P ^  k  and fi2 — (3 =■ b E k, then q is 
W itt equivalent to a form o f the shape
(ci[l,b] 1  . . .  1. cr [ l ,6]) X (q0 X dq0)
for some c; E k (i =  1, • • •, r) and a k-form qo.
P r o o f .  For (i), let K  — k{\/d[). If q is hyperbolic over K , the theorem 
follows immediately from 2.1.8. So, assume qx is not hyperbolic. Let (p denote 
the anisotropic part of q over K . By 2.2.3, p  is defined over k. Since q is 
hyperbolic over L = A '(\/cQ , <Pl is hyperbolic; hence there exists a A'-form 
such that p  =  q2 X ^272- By 2.2.5, we may assume that 72 is a  fc-form. 
Consider the fc-form a  := 7 X —(72 X ^272). Over AT, the form a  is hyperbolic 
because (in W(K)) [a#] =  [7 X —{72 X d2q2)x] =  [v -h — p\ =  0. So, by 2.1.8, 
a  is W itt equivalent (over k) to 71 X d i7 i for some fc-form 71. Therefore in 
the W itt ring of k  we have
[7 X - ( 7 2  X d272)] =  [71 -L <*i7i];
or equivalently,
[7] =  [(72 -L ^272) -L (71 -L diQi)]
as desired.
For (ii), we let K  = k((3). If qx is hyperbolic, then we are done by 
2.2.1. So, assume that qx  is not hyperbolic and let (p be its anisotropic part. 
As in part (i), it follows that tp =  70 X d27o for some fc-form 70 and the fc-form 
a  := 7  X 70 X ^270 is hyperbolic over I<. Now, by 2.2.1, a  is W itt equivalent 
(over fc) to c i[1,6] X . . .  X cr[ l ,6] for some c, €  fc (i =  1, • • •, r). Therefore 7 
is W itt equivalent to (ci[l, 6] X . . .  X cr[l, 6]) X (70 X dqo) □
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For separable bi-quadratic extensions one can use an argument similar to 
that in the proof of 2.3.1 (or similar to [ELW, Proposition 2.12 ], using 2.2.5') 
to get
THEOREM 2.3.2 Let L = k (a t /?) be a  (separable) bi-quadratic extension over 
k with a 2 —a  =  a E k and ft2—(3 — b E k .  Let q be an anisotropic non-singular 
k-form. I f  q is hyperbolic over L, then q is W itt equivalent to a form o f the 
shape
(ei[l,a] -L . . .  X er [l,a]) 1  ( / i [ l , 6] X . . .  1  f e[ 1,6])
for some e,-, f j  E k (i = 1, • • •, r; j  = 1, ■ • •, s ) .
We conclude the chapter by an example which shows that the W itt equiva­
lence in the conclusions of theorems 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 above cannot be improved 
to isometry.
E x a m p l e  . Let ko be a  fixed field of characteristic two. Let r ,s , t ,u  be 
algebraically independent elements over ko and set
q =  [1, r] _L t[l,s] -L w[l, r  H- s].
Let a , i3 (in the algebraic closure of k) be such that a 2—a  =  r and (32—(I =  r+s. 
Then
(i) The form q is anisotropic over k because r ,s , t ,u  are algebraically 
independent elements over kq (see [L, ex. l,p . 273]).
(ii) Over the fields K \ =  k ( \ / t ) t K-i =  k(y/u), K$ — k(a) and K 4 =  fc(/?), 
the form q is isotropic and have W itt index 1. We see this as follows: First 
over K i, t E K f  and [l,r]  ±  <[l,s] =  [l,r]  X [l,s] =  H  ±  [ l , r  +  s] (cf. see 
remark 2.2.2(ii)). Therefore
(1) qKi =  H  X [ l , r  +  s] X u [ l,r  +  s].
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Since r + s  and u are algebraically independent over ka(\/t), the form [1, r+ s] X 
u [ l ,r  +  s] is anisotropic over K \ , and therefore qKx has W itt index 1. Similarly, 
we can show that qj<3 also has W itt index 1.
Now over K 3 = k (a ), the form [l,r]  is isotropic and [ l , r  +  s] —k 3 [1 ,s] 
(because they represent 1 and have the same Arf invariant over K 3 ). Therefore, 
over K 3 ,
(2) qKi “  H  X i [ l , r  +  s] X « [ l ,r  +  sj.
and <[l,s] X u[l, s] is anisotropic over K 3 because s, t and u are algebraically 
independent over fco(cv). Therefore, qK3 has W itt index 1. Likewise, q^i has 
W itt index 1 too.
(iii) The form q is hyperbolic over the fields L\ = k(y/t, y/u), £ 2  — k(y/t, /?) 
and L 3 =  k (a t p):
Note that u £  L \ and therefore the form [1, r+ s ]  X u[l, r  +  s] =  [1, r+ s ]  X 
[ l , r  +  s] =  2H . Since Ky c L i ,w e  have from equation (1) above that
qLl S f i l  [ l , r  +  s] i « [ l , r + « ] S 3 H ;
that is, q it is hyperbolic.
Since /? belongs to L% and £ 3, [ l , r  +  s] — H  over L2 and L3 because 
/32 +  ft +  (r +  s) =  0. Therefore the form [1, r +  s] X «[1, r + s] (respectively, 
# [l,r +  s] X u [ l ,r  +  s]) is hyperbolic over L 2 (respectively, L 3 ). Therefore 
equation (1) (respectively, equation (2 )) implies that qLj (respectively, q i3) is 
hyperbolic.
(iv) Theorems 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 imply that over k  the form q is W itt equiv­
alent to forms of the shape
(a) {qi ± tq i)  ±  (1q2 ± u q 2).
(b) {?, L tqy)  1  (c i[l,r  +  s] X . . .  X cn[ l , r  +  s]).
(c) (61 [1,r] X . . .  X 6m[l,r]) X ( c ^ ^ r  +  s] X . . .  X c„ [l,r  +  s]).
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where bj, c, €  k  and ft and f t  are non-singular fc-forms. This W itt equivalence 
cannot be improved to isometry. For if q is isometric to (a), (b) or (c), then 
by comparing dimensions we have either dim ft >  2 , dim f t >  2 , ro >  2  or 
n >  2. This respectively imply that the W itt index over K \, K 2 , K 3 or K 4 is 
>  2 ; contradicting part (ii). □
Chapter3
Function fields o f quadratic forms and
sim ilarity
Throughout this chapter k will denote a  field of characteristic ^  2. The term 
form will mean a  non-singular quadratic form. For an irreducible form q, k(q) 
will denote the function field of q. (see the introduction chapter for definitions.)
Let Qx and Q2 be two non-singular fc-forms of the same dimension. In this 
chapter we will study the relation between the following equivalences of Q 1 
and Q2:
(1) The forms Q1 and Q2 are similar over k,
(2) The forms Q\ and Q2 are birationally equivalent over k\ i.e. the fields 
k(Q  1) and k(Q2) are A:-isomorphic.
(3) Q 1 becomes isotropic over k(Q2) and Q2 becomes isotropic over k(Q i).
(Since the function field is a  generic zero field, the condition (3) is equivalent
to the existence of a fc-place of k(Q2) in k(Q  1) and a fc-place of fc(Qi) in k{Q2).) 
Clearly (1) (2) =*► (3). The question is to decide when the converse of these
implications holds. The question when birational equivalence of quadratic 
forms implies similarity was first investigated by A. Wadsworth (see [W]). He 
proved that (3) (1) for forms (of the same dimension) of dimension <  4.
Also Wadsworth ([W]) and Knebusch ([Kl, theorem 5.8]) independently noted 
that the same holds if Q\ is a Pfister neighbor of codimension <  1 . Knebusch 
(cf. [Kl, p. 72-73]) also pointed out that in general (2) =£* (1) does not 
hold. He gave an example of two non-similar six dimensional Pfister neighbors 
which define the same function field, we will dive an example of two non­
similar birationally equivalent 5-dimensional forms. In view of [W], this is an
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example of minimal dimension. We also show that (see 3.2.2) (3) => (1) in the 
class of special Pfister neighbors. In particular, we show (3) => (1) if Q\ is a 
Pfister neighbor of codimension <  4. In §3.3 we point out the relation of (3) 
=>■ (2) to the Zariski cancellation problem. The contents of §3.1-3.3 are a joint 
work with Prof. Jack Ohm and will appear as [AO] in the Journal of Algebra.
In section 3.4 we discuss the question of descent of similarity over field 
extensions; and we give some classes of forms for which the similarity class is 
determined by the generic splitting tower.
3.1 Pfister neighbors and special Pfister neighbors
D e f in it io n  The fc-forms Q and P  are called neighbors if Q is isotropic over 
k(P) and P  is isotropic over k(Q).
R e m a r k  3.1.1 Let P  and Q be neighbors.
(i) Since Q is isotropic over k(P), the function field k(P)(Q ) is a pure 
transcendental extension of k(P) (recall 1.2.1 in the introduction). Likewise, 
k(P)(Q ) is a  pure transcendental extension of k(Q ) too.
(ii) Let L /k  be a  field extension. If P  is isotropic over L, then L(P) is a pure 
transcendental over L. Since k(p) C L(P) and Q is isotropic over k(P ), Q is 
isotropic over L(P), which implies that Q is also isotropic over L. Therefore 
P  and Q are neighbors (if and) only if they have the same isotropy fields.
(iii) (see [Kl, p. 73]) Suppose further that d im P  >  dim Q. Then k(Q) 
embeds into k(P)(Q) which, by part(i), is a pure transcendental extension of 
k(P). Therefore by [01], there exists a  fc-embedding of k(Q) into k(P).
Recall that the O-fold Pfister form is the form (1); and an n-fold Pfister 
form is a  form Q X dQ, where Q is an (n — l)-fold Pfister form. A neighbor 
of an n-fold Pfister form with n > 1 is called a Pfister neighbor.
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Let P  be an n-fold Pfister form and Q a  Pfister neighbor of P. By definition, 
P  is isotropic, hence hyperbolic, over the function field of Q. Therefore by 
the Cassels-Pfister subform theorem it follows th a t Q is similar to a subform 
of P. Also since Q becomes isotropic over k (P ), it follows from the main 
theorem in [H4] (see theorem 1.2.4 in the introduction) that 2dim Q  >  dim P. 
Conversely, let Q’ be a  form similar to a subform of of the Pfister form P  and 
2 dim Q' > dim P , i.e. P  =£ aQ' X R  for some a G k m and a  form R  of dimension 
<  dim Q. Clearly P  is isotropic over k{Q). Now over K (P ), P  is isotropic 
and therefore hyperbolic. Hence in the W itt ring of k(P), [Q '] =  [—R\. Since 
dim£?' >  d im P , we have Q' is isotropic over k{P).
So, we conclude that a  form Q is a  neighbors of a  Pfister form P  in 
the sense defined above) if and only if Q is similar to a subform of P  and 
2dim Q  > d im P; i.e. our definition of a Pfister neighbor coincides with that 
given originally by Knebusch in [K2, p.2, Definition 7.4].
By [Kl p. 73 and I<2 pp. 2-3], a Pfister neighbor Q is the neighbor 
of a unique (upto isometry) Pfister form Q+. Also the form Q~ such that 
aQ+ =  Q _L Q~, for some a G Ar*, is also uniquely determined (up to isometry) 
by Q. We will continue to use the notation Q+ for the Pfister form associated 
to Q, and Q~ for the complement of Q in Q+. The dimension of Q ~ , is called 
the codimension o f  the Pfister neighbor Q.
D e fin it io n  3.1.2 (cf. [AO, 1.1]) Let P  is a Pfister form of dimension >  2, 
c G k m and Pi is a non-zero subform of P . We shall call the such a  triple 
(P, c ,P i), a Pfister triple; the form P  J. cP\, the form defined by the triple; 
the form P  X (c), the base form of the triple; and the form P  X cP, the 
associated Pfister form o f the triple. A form Q which is similar to a  form 
defined by a Pfister triple will be called a  special Pfister neighbor.
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We emphasize that the special Pfister neighbors are Pfister neighbors with 
the associated Pfister being Q+ ^  P  X cP, the Pfister form defined by the 
triple.
If Q is any Pfister neighbor, then by 3.1.1 (iii), the function field of Q 
embeds into the function field of Q+. For special Pfister neighbors, one can 
give the following refinement which is essentially due to Knebusch {cf. [Kl, 
pp. 72-73], also see cf. [AO, 1.2 and 1.3]).
T h e o r e m  3.1.3 Let P  be a Pfister form o f dimension >  2, c e  k* and Pi a 
non-zero subform o f P. Then
(i) The function field o f P  A. cP] is (k-isomorphic to) a pure transcendental 
extension o f the function field o f the base form P  ±  (c).
(ii) The function field o f the Pfister form P  ±  cP is a pure transcendental 
extension o f the function held o f P  ±  cP \.
PROOF. Let X  be a  set of coordinate indeterm inates for P  and x  be generic 
zero for the polynomial P (X ) + c, and let Y  be a  set of coordinate indeterm i­
nates for (the dehomogenized polynomial) P"^ and y  be a  corresponding set of 
elements algebraically independent over k(x). (We take Y  = 0 if dim Pi =  1.)
Since P  is a  Pfister form and P  ~k(y) P\^{y), we have P  —*(j,) P%f {y)P. 
This means there exists a nonsingular A:(j/)-matrix M  such that if X '  := X M ,  
then P {X ')  =  P “̂ (y)P (X ). Therefore, if x' =  iM , then
i V )  +  cP?! {y) =  P?'(y)[P(x) +  c] =  0 .
Then k (x ,y ) =  k(x’,y)', and since dim k (x ,y ) /k  =  dim (P _L cPi) —2, it follows 
that k (x \  y) is the function field of P  ±  cP\. But fc(:r) is the function field of 
P  X (c), so we proved (i).
Now by part (i), P  X cP  and P  X cPi have function fields which are pure 
transcendental over the function field of P  X (c). So, (ii) follows. □
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In particular, by taking P  =  ( l,o )  in 1.3, in which case P  X c (  1) =  (1, a,c) 
and P  .L cP = ac), we have the very special case:
COROLLARY 3.1.4 (cf. [AO, 1.4]) A simple transcendental extension o f a 
function Held o f a nonsingular conic is a quadratic function field.
Recall (cf. e.g. [02, p. 27]) that a field extension K /k  is called ruled if there 
exists an intermediate field L (k C L  C K )  such that K  is simple transcenden­
tal over L. The function fields K /k  defined by Pfister triples (P, c, P x) with 
dim Pi >  1 are ‘quadratically ruled’, in the sense that L /k  may additionally be 
chosen to be a quadratic function field. While the Pfister triple construction 
produces examples of ruled quadratic function fields, the problem of giving a 
complete characterization of such extensions remains open. For example, the 
following generalization of 3.1,3 gives further examples of quadratically ruled 
quadratic function fields:
P r o p o s it io n  Let P  be a Pfister form, Pj a non-zero subform o f P  and 
c ,b i , . . , ,b m e  k*, then the function field o f b\P  _L . . .  X bmP  X cPx is pure 
transcendental over the function held of 6XP  X . . .  X bmP  X (c).
NOTATION. If P  and Q are forms, we shall w rite Q X P  if Q is sim ilar to  
a  subform  of P , and  Q -< P  if Q is sim ilar to  a  p roper subform  o f P , i.e. if 
Q •< P  and Q is no t sim ilar to  P .
The next theorem gives a necessary and sufficient condition for an anisotropic 
Pfister neighbor to be special.
T h e o r e m  3.1.5 (cf. [AO, 2.2]) I f  Q is an anisotropic Phster neighbor with 
complement Q~ and associated Phster form Q+, then Q is special i f f  there 
exists a Phster form Pq  such that Q~ X P0 -<  Q+. (In particular, anisotropic 
Phster neighbors o f codimension <  3 are special.)
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PROOF, If Q~ = 0, then Q =  Q+\ hence in this case Q is special (Pfister) 
and Q~ A  (1) -< Q+. Therefore we may assume Q~ ^  0, or equivalently, that 
there exists c e  k* such that Q~ ~  c. If aQ+ =£ Q X Q “ , then Q+ ~  ac 
and Q+ =? acQ+ ^  cQ X cQ- , and cQ~ ~  1. Thus, by replacing Q with the 
similar Pfister neighbor cQ , we may assume Q+ = Q ±  Q~ and Q~ ~  1.
If: By 1.2.2 the hypothesis implies that Q~ is a  subform of Po and Pq is a 
subform of Q+. Since Po is a  proper subform of <J+, by [L, p. 293, Exercise 8] 
there exists a  Pfister form R  of dimension >  2 such that Q+ S  P0 (g> R, But 
then, writing R  = ( l,d )  ® R\ with R\ Pfister, we have
Q+ a  P0 ® {(l,d) <gi P j)  a  S  ±  dS,
where S := P0 ® R\ is Pfister. But Q~ is a subform of Po and Po is a subform 
of S , so there exists a  form Q' such that S  £? Q~ ± Q '.  By cancellation of Q~ 
in the expression
Q + “  Q ±  Q~ “  Q~ ±  Q' X dS ,
we have Q = Q' X dS. Therefore Q is similar to dQ =  dQ' X S , hence dQ 
is defined by the Pfister triple (S', d, Q'). (Note that Q' ^  0  since dim S  = 
(1/ 2 ) d im P  >  dim<5 “ .)
Only if: We are given a  Pfister triple (Po, d, T) and an element b e  k* such 
that bQ = P0 1. dT. Since Q is a  neighbor of Po X dPo, and by the uniqueness 
of the Pfister form associated to a Pfister neighbor, we have Q+ =! Po X dP0. 
By  definition of Q+, there exists a e  k* such that aQ+ =  Q X Q~ =  b(PQ X 
dT) X Q~, or Q+ £  ab(PQ X dT) X aQ~. Since Q+ ~  ab, Q+ “  abQ+ “  P0 X 
dT  X bQ~. Cancelling Po from
Po X dP0 S  Q+ S£ P0 X dT  X bQ~, 
we get dPo =  dT  X bQ~. Therefore P0 =  T  X (db)Q~, so Q~ ^  P0 -< Q+. □
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Before stating the next theorem, we shall give a  lemma needed for its proof.
Lemma 3.1.6 (cf. [AO, 2.3]) Let R  Pq ■< P  be forms such that P0 and P  
are Pfister and R  represents 1. I f  there exists c €  km such that R  ±  (c) ^  P  
and R  ±  (c) £  Po, then there exists b e  k* such that
R ± ( c ) ^ P 0 ±  (b) r< P0 -L bP0 X P.
P r o o f . Since R  and Po represent 1, by 1.2.2 we can write Po =  R  ±  R' and 
P  = P0 ±  P ’Q. Then
P  1  (c) _L ( . . . ) =  P  ~  Po X Pq
^  ( i l l  R!) l  P^.
By W itt cancellation of P , this implies P ' J_ Pq ~  c. Hence there exist a,b  €  k  
such that c = a + b, where P ' ~  a and Pq ~  b. Moreover, b ^  0 since 
P  -L (c) ^  PQ. Thus, P  1  (c) X P  1  P ' 1  (6 ) =  P 0 1  {b) ^  Po ±  6P o, and by 
the following lemma, Po ±  bP0 ^  P . Finally, by [L, p. 280, Theorem 1.9] the 
three conditions Po and P  are Pfister, P  ^  Po X P q ,  and P q  ~  b G k *  imply 
Po ±  bpQ is a  subform of P . □
T h e o re m  3.1.7 (cf. [AO, 2.4]) Let Q' be a form o f dimension < n, and let 
P  be a Pfister form o f dimension > 2 n (n > 1). I f  Q' ■< P , then there exists a 
Pfister form Pq such that Q' ^  P0 ~< P.
PROOF. If Q' =  0, we take Po — (1); so we may assume Q' ^  0. By replacing 
Qf with a  similar form, we may further assume Q' ~  1. Choose a form P  which 
is maximal with respect to the properties: P  ~  1, P  ^  Q', and there exists a 
Pfister form Pr of dimension <  2dim /i“ 1 such that R  ■< Pr P. (Note that 
P  =  (1) =  Pfi is one such form.)
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Claim: R  is similar to Q'. If not, then there exists c € k* such that 
R  _L (c) ^  Q'. Moreover, R  ±  (c) PR by the maximality of R. Therefore by 
2 .1 .6 , there exists b € k* such that
R ± ( c) 1 P r ±  bPR ^  P,
and
dim {PR ±  bPR) = 2 dim PR < 2dim* < 2dimQ' <  dim P.
Let R' =  R  X (c) and PR> = PR -L bPR. Then
dim Pr/ <  2dimfi =  2dim/l'" 1 <  dim P,
so R' X Q', dim PR> < 2dimfi,_1, and R' ■< PR< -< P , which contradicts the 
maximality of R. □
C o r o l l a r y  3.1.8 (cf. [AO, 2.5]) I f  Q is a Pfister neighbor o f codimension 
< n o f an anisotropic Pfister form P  o f dimension > 2 ” (n > 2), then Q is 
special. (In particular, i f  dim P  =  4 or 8 , then all neighbors o f P  are special; 
and i f  dim P  >  8 , then every subform o f P  o f codimension < 4 is special.)
P r o o f . By 3.1.7 there exists a Pfister form Po such that Q~ ^  P0 -< P , and 
then 3.1.5 applies. □
Knebusch [KII, p. 3, (7.8)] calls a  Pfister neighbor Q excellent if either 
codim Q < 2 or its successive complements Q~, . . .  of dimension >  2
are again Pfister neighbors. These forms have been studied in [KII] and, in a 
generalized setting, in [HR1].
C o r o l l a r y  3.1.9 (cf. [AO, 2.7]) I fQ  is an anisotropic Pfister neighbor whose 
complement Q~ is also a Pfister neighbor, then Q is special. In particular, 
anisotropic excellent Pfister neighbors are special.
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P r o o f . It suffices by 3.1.5 to see that (Q~)+ -< Q+, hence by 1.2.2 to 
see that Q+ is isotropic over k((Q~)+). Since Q~ is a Pfister neighbor, there 
exists an embedding of k(Q~) in A:{(Q- )+) by 3.1.1(iii). But Q+ is isotropic 
over k(Q~) since Q~ is a subform of Q +, and therefore a  fortiori Q+ is isotropic 
over fc((Q“ )+).
For the second assertion, if Q is an anisotropic excellent Pfister neighbor 
and codim Q < 2, then Q is special by 3.1.8, while if codim Q >  2, then its 
complement Q~ is a Pfister neighbor. □
We note below in a final remark for this section that the collection of 
special Pfister neighbors is strictly larger than the collection of excellent Pfister 
neighbors.
E x a m p l e  (cf. [AO, 2.8]) of a non-special Pfister neighbor.
We have seen that every anisotropic Pfister neighbor of codimension <  4 
is special. We now give an example of an 11-dimensional Pfister neighbor of 
codimension 5 which is not special. Let a,b ,c ,d  be algebraically independent 
elements over a field kg (of characteristic ^  2); let k = ko(a, b, c, d); and let Q' 
be the /c-form ( l ,a ,  b, c,d).
CLAIM: The 5-dimensional ‘generic1 form Q' = (1, a, b, c, d) is not a Pfister 
neighbor.
Suppose we have established the Claim. Then Q' is a subform of the 16- 
dimensional Pfister form P  = ( l,a )® ( l ,5 )® (l ,c )® ( l ,d ) ,  and P  is anisotropic 
by [L, p. 273, Exercise 1]. Let P  =£ Q X Q'. Then Q is a  Pfister neighbor 
of P. By the Claim Q1 is not similar to a  subform of an 8-dimensional Pfister 
form, so Q cannot be special by 3.1.5.
P r o o f  o f  t h e  C la im . If Q' is a  Pfister neighbor, then by the lem m a below Q1 
represents its determ inant abed, or equivalently, Q' ±  {—abed) ^  ( l , a , 6 , c) ±
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d (1, —abc) is isotropic. But this is not the case by [L, p. 273, Exercise 1]. □
Lemma (cf. [KII, p. 10]) An anisotropic 5 -dimensional form Q is a  Pfister 
neighbor ifFQ represents its determinant.
P r o o f .  =$■: A 5-dimensional anisotropic Pfister neighbor Q is special by 
3.1.8. This means there exist a ,d  € k* and a  4-dimensional Pfister form P  
such that Q — a(P  X (d)), which implies Q  ~  ad = detQ .
<t=: If Q ~  d := detQ , then Q £* P  X {d) for some 4-dimensional 
anisotropic form P  of determinant 1. If P  ~  a, then aP  is Pfister; so 
aQ = aP  X (ad) implies Q is a (special) Pfister neighbor . □
R em a rk  The above example also yields an example of a special Pfister neigh­
bor which is not excellent: Take Q + =  Q X Q', with Q, Q' as above. Then 
Q+ X Q is a  special Pfister neighbor of Q+ ±  Q+ = Q+ A. Q ±  Q', but 
the complement Q' of Q+ X Q is not a Pfister neighbor; so Q+ ±  Q is not 
excellent.
3.2 Function fields of special Pfister neighbors 
We have seen in the previous section (cf. 3.1.3(H)) that if Q\ and Q2 are two 
special Pfister neighbors of the (same) Pfister form P , then k(P) is a pure 
transcendental extesion of h(Q\) and k(Q2). The main result of this section is 
to show tha if also dim Qi =  dim@2> then k{Q\) and k(Q2) are A;-isomorphic. 
We start with the following special case.
Lemma 3.2.1 (cf. [AO, 1.5.1]) (Transposition Lemma) Let P  be a Pfister 
form; let b,c € k*; and let Q = (P  ±  bP) ±  (c) and Q' =  (P  X cP) X (6). 
Then
(1) Q and Q' define the same function field; and
(2) i f  d im P  >  2, then Q and Q' are similar (if and) only i f bP  =  cP.
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P r o o f .  (1) If P  is isotropic, then the function fields of Q and Q'  are rational 
(1.2.1) and of the same dimension, hence isomorphic; so we may assume P  is 
anisotropic. Let (x , y ) be a generic zero for the polynomial P ( X )  +  c P (Y ) +  6 . 
Since P  ~fc(v) P(y),  the Pfister property of P  yields P  £**(„) P(y)P.  Therefore 
there exists a tuple (x ') of elements such that P(x) = P (y)P (x>) and k(y,x)  = 
k(y,x' ).  Then
P(y)(P(x' )  + c) + b =  0, hence 
P ( J ) + c + { l / P ( y ) ) b  =  0 .
Let y] =  yifP{y).  Since P(y1) =  l /P(y) ,  it follows that k(y) =  fc(y') and 
P (x t)+ c+ P(y,)b =  0. But k(x,  y) = k(x', y) = k {x \ i/), so then (a;', y1) must be 
a  generic zero for P (X r)+ bP (Y ,)+c. Thus, k(Q)  =  k(x,y)  — fc(a;',y/) =  k(Q').
(2) Suppose Q is similar to Q'. Then bQ is similar to cQ'\ and since bQ 
and cQ' are of odd dimension and have the same determinant be, this implies 
bQ =  cQ \ Therefore bP ±  P  ±  (be) ^  cP  _L P  ±  (be), and hence by W itt 
cancellation bP — cP. □
T h e o r e m  3.2.2 (cf. [AO, 1.6]) Let (P i,a i,P f)  and (P2,d 2 .P 2) be Pfister 
triples which define forms Pi ±  ajP j and P<i -L a 2Pj o f the same dimension. 
Then the following are equivalent:
(1) k(Pi X <ai» “  k(P2 X <a2)),
(2 )k (Pl ± a 1P ,1) ^ k ( P 2 ± a 2P^),
(3) k(Pi X a jPi) = k(P2 X a2P2),
(4) P\ X a jP j ~  P2 X a2 P2,
P r o o f .  (1)=^(2)^(3)=»(4): By 3.1.3 k(Pi X a,P;') is a pure transcendental 
extension of k(Pi X (a,)) and k(Pt X o ,p )  is a  pure transcendental extension 
of k(Pi X ciiPj), so (1) implies (2) implies (3); and (3) implies (4) by 1.2.3.
(4 )^ (1 ): The proof of this will proceed through a sequence of lemmas.
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The firet lemma is due Arason (cf. [Ars, p. 454, Lemma 1.7]). The proof 
provided here is simpler.
L e m m a  3.2.3 (cf. [AO, 1.6.1]) (Exchange Lemma) Let Pi be a  PGster form 
and a,- E k* (i = 1,2). I f  Pi X aiP i ££ P2 X a2P2, then there exists c E k* such 
that for i = 1,2, Pi X (a,) is similar to Pi X (c).
P r o o f .  Since P j  X a,Pj ~  a j , j  i, and P,- X a ,P  is Pfister,
Pi X diPi = dj(Pi X o,Pi) — djPi X OjQfPf.
Putting these isomorphisms together with the isomorphism Pi X aiP i =  P2 X 
«2p 2 given by the hypothesis, we have
O2P 1 X 02O1P 1 =  mPa X 01O2P2,
or, in the W itt ring,
oia2([Pi] -  [P2]) =  [aiP2] -  [a2Pi].
But [Pi] — [P2] =  [(1 ,-1 ) X (...)], which, since the left and right sides of 
the above equality involve forms of the same dimension, implies that oiP2 X 
(—a2Pi) is isotropic. Thus, there exist 61, 62 £ k* such that Pf ~  6, and 
a2bi =  aii>2, or (ai&i) ^  (a2&2)- We assert that c = ai&i has the desired
properties. Since P, is Pfister and Pf ~  6,-, fc,P, =  P,. Therefore Pf X (a,) =
biPi±(di)^bi(Pi±(dibi)). □
LEMMA 3.2.4 (cf. [AO, 1.6.2]) Let Pi be Phster and af,f>,- E k* (i = 1,2). I f  
(Pi X a iP i) X (61) and (P2 X a2p 2) X (62) have the same associated Phster 
form, then there exist c,d  E k* such that for i ~  1,2, (P, X a,P,) X (fe,) is
birationally equivalent to (P, X cPf) X (d).
PROOF. Note first that two forms which are defined by Pfister triples and 
which are birationally equivalent have the same associated Pfister form, by
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3.1.3 and 1.2.3. Therefore we can successively apply the Exchange Lemma, 
the Transposition Lemma, and the Exchange Lemma again to conclude that 
there exist c,d E k* such that for i = 1,2, (P< X a,P,) X (6;) is birationally 
equivalent to (F< X a jp )  -L {c) is birationally equivalent to (Pi X cP{) X (a,) 
is birationally equivalent to (Pi X cP,) X (d). □
LEMMA 3.2.5 {cf. [AO, 1.6.3]) Let Qi be a PGster form o f dimension 2" 
(n >  1) and 6,- E k* (i = 1,2), and suppose Q is a  common PGster subform  
o f Q i and Q2 o f dimension <  2”. I f  Qi X (iq) and Q2 X (b2) have the same 
associated PGster form, then there exist PGster forms P \ , P2 o f dimension 2”-1  
and elements c ,d  E k m such that Q is a common subform o f Pi and P2 and 
for i =  1,2, (Pi X cPi) X (d) is birationally equivalent to Qi X {£>,•). (Hence 
Q X cQ is a common PGster subform o f P\ X cP\ and P2 X cP2.)
PROOF. Since Q is a proper Pfister subform of the Pfister form Qi, there 
exists a Pfister subform Pi of Qi and an element a* E k* such tha t Q is a 
subform of P, and Qi — Pi X a,P, (cf. [L, p. 293, Exercise 8 ]). The assertion 
now follows from the preceding lemma. □
We are now ready to finish the proof of 3.2.2. Let S, (i =  1,2) be the set 
of all forms birationally equivalent to P, X (a,*) and of the shape Q X (6) with 
Q Pfister and bE  k*; and suppose we have chosen elements Q\ X (6j) from S\ 
and Q2 X {62) from S 2 such that Q1 and Q2 have a common Pfister subform 
Q of maximal possible dimension among such choices. By 3.2.4 Q cannot be 
a proper subform of, say, Q\\ so Q =  Q\ =  Q2.
In view of the fact that the associated Pfister form is preserved under 
birational equivalence (3.1.3 and 1.2.3), it suffices to note that Q  X (61) and 
Q X (62) are similar, hence birational, by the Exchange Lemma. □
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3.3 The Zariski cancellation problem 
We noticed in 3.1.2(i) that if Q\ and Q2 are neighbors, the field k(Q\){Q2) is 
pure transcendental over both k(Q\)  and k(Q2). If dim Q i =  dim Q 2> should 
k(Q 1) and £((^2) be A:-isomerphic? Note that by 3.1.2(iii), k{Q\)  and k{Qi) 
can be embedded in one another. The situation is identical to that of the 
problem of birational cancellation which can be stated as follow: (See [02] 
and [03] for a  detailed exposition.)
T h e  Za r is k i c a n c e l l a t io n  p r o b l e m  (ZC P) Suppose K / k  and K ' / k  are 
quadratic function fields and there exists a finite set of elements (i) alge­
braically independent over K  and a finite set of elements (t1) algebraically 
independent over K ' such that K ( t ) SS K 't f ) .  Does it follow that K  =  K f?
ZCP has an affirmative answer if dim K / k  <  1; but the answer is no in 
general by a (difficult) counter-example (see [BCSS]) which is a  function field 
of a cubic surface.
In our set-up, the fields K  and K ' are function fields of quadratic forms. 
One may aske ZCP has an affirmative answer with this extra hypothesis. This 
will be refered to as the Q u a d r a t ic  Za r is k i c a n c e l l a t io n  problem, or 
simply the quadratic ZCP.
C o r o l l a r y  3.3.1 (cf. [AO, 2.6]) I f  Q is an anisotropic PGster neighbor 
o f codimension <  4, then the quadratic function Gelds which are overGelds 
o f k(Q) are exactly the pure transcendental extensions K  o f k(Q) such that 
k(Q)  C K  C k(Q+).
PROOF. By 3.1.8 Q is special, and therefore the pure transcendental exten­
sions between k(Q) and k(Q+) are all function fields of special Pfister neigh­
bors of Q+, by 3.1.3. Suppose then that R  is a nonsingular form such that 
k(Q) Q k(R).  Since Q+ becomes isotropic over k(Q) and a fortiori over k(R),
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R  is similar to a subform of Q+ by 1.2.2. But then R  is a  Pfister neighbor of 
Q+ of codimension <  4, hence special by 3.1.8, and by 3.1.3 k(R)  is isomorphic 
to a pure transcendental extension of k(Q).  □
C o r o l l a r y  3.3.2 (cf. [AO, 2.6.1]) The quadratic Zariski problem has an 
affirmative answer if  A  is the function held o f a  Pfister neighbor o f codimension 
<  4.
P r o o f . The hypothesis of the ZCP implies K  embeds in A ' (cf. [01], 
or 3.1.2 (iii)) and dim A' =  dim A ', so A ' is an algebraic extension of K . 
Corollary 3.3.1 implies that K ' has to equal K  in this case. □
The quadratic ZCP is known to have an affirmative answer if dim K jk  < 3 
or if A  is a function field of (cf. [04] for details). The case that dim K /k  =  3, 
i.e. that A  — k(P)  for P  a form of dimension 5, was pointed out to us by 
Detlev Hoffmann: If P  is not a Pfister neighbor, then this case follows from 
the Main Theorem of [H3], while if P  is a Pfister neighbor, it follows from two 
of our main results, 3.2.2 and 3.1.8.
3.4 Similarity and function fields 
As a consequence of theorem 3.2.2, one can construct examples of birationally 
equivalent forms that are non-similar. We explicitly produce two five dimen­
sional non-similar form that are birationally equivalent. In view of Wadsworth’s 
results in [W], our example has minimal possible dimension. Also, from the 
last paragraph of the previous section, Pfister neighbors are the only source of 
such examples in dimension 5.
E x a m p l e  3.4.1 (cf. [AO, 1.5]) Fix a  field ko and let a,b,c  be algebraically 
independent over ko, and let k — ko(a, b, c). Let
Q =  (l,a ,6 ,a6 ,c ) and Q' =  (1 ,a ,c,ac,b)
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By [L, p. 273, Exercise 1] P  = (1, a) is anisotropic over k0 (a), and then also Q 
and Q' are anisotropic over k. Clearly Q and Q' are special Pfister neighbors of 
the Pfister form (l,a ,b ,ab)  X c ( l ,a ,6 , ab), hence they are birationally equiv­
alent by 3.2.2. Moreover, by (2) of the transposition lemma 3.2.1, Q cannot 
be similar to Q'; for otherwise bP represents c (over k), which is easily seen 
to contradict to the assumption that a, b, c are algebraically independent over 
k0.
Now we turn our attention to the problem of descent of similarity over field 
extensions:
QUESTION. Let L /k  be a field extension and let P  and Q be anisotropic k~ 
forms. Under what conditions (imposed on either the extension or the forms) 
the similarity (isometry) of P  and Q over L implies the similarity of P  and Q 
over k.
The question is widely open, and our results are rather elementary and 
limited. Of course one is particularly interested in the case where the field L  
is a function field of a quadratic form.
Note the the descent of isometry is known if L jk  is either a pure transcen­
dental or an algebraic extension of odd degree; for in these cases P  X — Q is 
hyperbolic over L  if and only if it is hyperbolic over k. (cf. [L, p. 255 lemma 
1.1] for rational extensions, and Springer’s theorem [L, p. 198] for the odd 
degree extension.) In the next two results we show one actually gets similarity 
descent over rational extensions and odd degree extensions.
PROPOSITION 3.4.2 Let L /k  be a purely transcendental extension and P  and 
Q be anisotropic k-forms. Then P  is similar to Q over L (if and) only i f  P  is 
similar to Q over k.
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PROOF. We only need to show this for simple transcendental extensions. 
Let L =  k(X)  were X  is transcendental over k . Assume first that k  is infinite. 
By hypothesis, there exist /  G k(X)  and an invertible m atrix M  =  over 
k( X)  such that
P(Y)  =  f - Q ( M Y ) (»)
Let d(X)  =  det(M ) €  L*. Since k  is infinite, we can choose x  G k  such 
that d(x) , f (x )  and fij(x) are defined, and f (x ) ,d(x)  are non-zero. Let M'  = 
( fa (x)) and b = f (x ) .  Then b G k* and M ’ is an invertible A:-matrix. Equation 
(*) gives
P(Y)  = b - Q( M' Y) ,
hence P  and Q are similar over k .
Now assume that k is finite. In this case the anisotropic fc-forms have 
dimension <  2. (Actually, over finite fields any homogeneous polynomial in 
more than 2 variables has a zero. cf. [G].) If d im P  =  1, then there nothing 
to prove. If 2 =  d im P  =  dimQ, then P  =  a ( l ,d i )  and Q = b { l td2). Since 
P  «  Q over L, P  and Q must have the same determinant, i.e. {d\) =  (^2) 
over L. Since k  is algebraically closed in L, we have (dt) =  (d2) over k and we 
are done □
The descent of similarity over algebraic extension of odd degree follow from 
the following theorem which is a generalization of [L, p. 208, Scharlau’s Norm 
principle] (for odd degree extensions).
P r o po sit io n  3.4.3 Let L / k  be an algebraic extension o f odd degree, and P  
and Q be anisotropic k-forms. I f  P  =  aQ for a e  L*, then P  =  Ni/k(a)Q  over 
k .
PROOF. Let Lq =  k{a), m := [L : £ 0] and n •'= [^o : m  and n are °dd. By
Springer’s theorem P  =  aQ over L  implies aQ =  P  over L q. By applying to
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last isometry the transfer s* map induced by the linear functional s : Lq —> k  
defined by s (l)  =  1, ands(a) =  • • • =  s(an~l) =  0, we get (cf. [L, p. 195-196 
theorems 1.6 and 1.7]):
P -  N Lo/k(a)Q over k.
Note that N L/k(a) =  JV/,0/*(iV£/L0(a)) =  =  {NLo/k{a))n. Since n is
odd, we have, over k ,
N L/k(a)Q a  (NLo/k(a))nQ S  (iVWJb(a))Q & P  
as desired, □
T h eo rem  3.4.4 Let ip be a k-form. Let Q and P  be anisotropic forms such 
that Q and P  represent a common element over k and d im P  <  2” <  dimi/> 
for some n  >  0. Then Q is a subform o f P  over k{ip) (if and) only i f  Q is a 
subform o f P  over k.
P r o o f . We induct on dimQ. If dim Q =  1, then the hypothesis Q and P  
represent a  common element over k  implies that Q is a subform of P.
So assume that dim Q >  1 and let a £ Dk(Q)r\Dk(P).  Write Q =  (a) J_ Q\ 
and P  =  (a) _L P\ . By hypothesis dim Q < dim P  <  2n <  dim ip. So theorem 
1.2.4, implies that Q and P  stay anisotropic over k{ip). Since Qjt(v) *s a  subform 
of , we can write
P  — k w  (o) -L Pi — fc(0 ) (a ) ± Q i  ±  R
for some fc(i/<)-form R.  By cancelling (a), we have that Q\ is a subform of Pi 
over k(ip). This implies, since Qi  is a  A:-form, that there exists an element ai G 
k* represented over k  by Q\ that is also represented over k(ip) by P i . Therefore 
the A:-form Pi X {—a i) is isotropic over k(ip). But dim(Pi X (—ai)) =  d im P  <  
2n <  dim^/). By 1.2.4 implies that Pi X (—ai) is isotropic over k. Since Pi
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is anisotropic, this implies that P\ represents a\ over fc. In other words we 
concluded that Q\ and P\ represent a  common element over k. Thus by the 
inductive hypothesis applied to Q\ and P i, we have Q\  is a subform of Pi and 
therefore Q =  (a) X Qi is a subform of P  =  (a) X P i. □
R e m a rk  3.4.5 In the previous proposition, the hypothesis Q and P  represent 
a common element over k  can be relaxed if the d im P  <  2n (<  dim^>). For 
then the inductive step can be modified as follows: Let Q = (a). Since Q is 
a subform of P  over fc(^), the fc-form P  -L (—a) is isotropic over k(iff) and 
has dimension =  d im P +  1 < 2” < dim^>. Therefore by 1.2.4, P  X {—a) is 
isotropic over fc; i.e. Q = (a) is a  subform of P .
When dim Q  =  d im P , 3.4.4 and this remark give
C o r o l l a r y  3.4.6 Let iff be a k-form. Let Q and P  be anisotropic forms
such that d im P  <  2" <  d im if> for some n > 0. Then Q =  P  are isometric
over k(ip) (if and) only i f  Q = P  over fc.
That is we have isometry descent in this case. If further we assume that dim P  
is odd, one can get a similarity descent result :
COROLLARY 3.4.7 Let iff be a k-form. Let Q and P  be anisotropic forms
such that d im P  is odd and <  2” < dirnV' for some n >  0. Then Q «  P  are
isometric over k{ip) (if and) only i f Q m P  over fc.
PROOF. Since dim P  is odd we can find a fc-form P ' which is similar to P  
such tha t d e tP ' =  detQ . Over fc(V»), Q «  P '. By comparing determinants 
(remember d im P  is odd), we conclude that P # and Q are actually isometric 
over k(tjf); hence isometric over fc by 3.4.6. □
COROLLARY 3.4.8 Let Q and iff be fc-forms. Let P  be an anisotropic n-fold 
Pfister k-form and 2” <  dim if). I f  Q is similar to a subform o f P  over k(iff),
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then Q is similar to a subform o f P  over k. In particular, i f  P ' is another 
Pfister k-form and P  ^  P ' over k(ip), then P  S  P ' over k.
PROOF. Let a e  Dk(Q).  Then the form Qi  := aQ represents 1. Over fc(^), 
Q i is similar to a subform of the Pfister form P , hence by 1.2.2 Q i is a subform 
of P  over k(ip). Since both P  and Q\ represent 1, theorem 3.4.4 implies that 
Qi  is a  subform of P  over k. □
Recall that Q is called a Pfister neighbor if it is similar to a subform 
of a  Pfister form P  such that 2 dim Q > dim P. If Q is a  Pfister neighbor of 
dimension 2" +  m <  2(n+1* then the W itt index Q over (its function field) k(Q) 
is known to be m (see for example [H4, cor. 2]). In the following proposition 
we record a  (partial) converse of this.
PROPOSITION 3.4.9 Let P  be an n-fold Pfister form. Let Q0 be a non-zero 
k-form o f dimension <  dim P  such that the form Q := P  J. Qo is anisotropic. 
Then Q is a Pfister neighbor I ff the W itt index Q over k(Q)  =  dim Qo
R e m a r k  Note that the W itt index Q over k(Q) is always <  dimQo, for 
otherwise P  will become isotropic over k(Q)  contradicting 1.2.4.
PROOF. Assume that the W itt index Q over k(Q)  equals dim<5o- Since 
d im P  =  2” and dim Q  > d im P  >  dim Q 0> theorem 1.2.4 implies that Qo 
and P  stay anisotropic over k(Q).  Therefore iw{Qk{Q)) = dimQo implies that 
—Qq is a  subform of P  over k(Q).  By 3.4.8, Qo is similar to a  subform of P  
over k, i.e., there exists a G k  such that aQo is a subform of P  over k. Hence 
Q =  P  ±  Qo is a neighbor of the Pfister form P  X aP  □
REMARK Note th a t in the proof of 3.4.9 we only needed th a t W itt index Q 
over a  field L  equals dim Qo where L / k  is a  function field of a  quadratic form 
of dimension greater th a t dim P .
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We now return to the relation between birational equivalence and function 
fields. In our example 3.4.1 (and also in Knebu'sch’s example [Kl, p. 73]) of 
birational but non-similar forms, we notice that the anisotropic parts of these 
forms over their (common) function fields are not similar. This leads to the 
following (open) question which is a  special case of the similarity descent 
question:
Q I . Let P  and Q  be nonsingular birationally equivalent quadratic fc-forms 
such that P  is similar to Q over k(P)  (=  A;(Q)). Should P  and Q be similar 
over k?
This question is equivalent to the following question proposed by professor 
Ulf Rehmann.
Q2. Let P  and Q be nonsingular anisotropic quadratic A;-forms of the same 
dimension which define the same generic splitting tower over k. Should P  and 
Q be similar over k ?
R e m a r k  Let P  and Q be anisotropic forms that define the same generic 
splitting tower. Let kq =  fc, fcj, . . . ,  A:/t be a common splitting tower and 
Pq =  P, P i , . . . ,  Ph-\ (respectively, Qq =  Q , Q i , . . . ,  Qh-i)  be the correspond­
ing anisotropic kernels of P  (respectively, Q). Then Pi is isotropic over ki(Qi) 
and conversely. This fact will be used frequently in what follows.
Our next theorem will answer in the affirmative QI for forms of odd di­
mension. We will need the following lemma which is a special case of a  result
of Fitzgerald [F, theorem 1.6].
L e m m a  3.4.10 Let P  and Q be anisotropic k-forms. I f  Q = P  over k(P),  
then either
(1) Q and P  are similar over k, or
(2) P  ±  Q is similar to a Pfister form.
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PROOF. Let ip = P  _L — Q. Then 2 d im P  =  dimy? >  dimv? — 2deg(v,). Also 
ip is hyperbolic over k(P)  because <5 — P  over k(P).  Fitzgerald’s theorem [F, 
theorem 1.6], ip is either hyperbolic or an anisotropic Pfister form; hence (1) 
and (2) follow respectively. □
Notice that case (2) can happen only if dim P  is a  2-power. So the lemma 
provides an isometry descent result in the case dim P  not a  2-power and L  =  
k{p).
T h eo rem  3.4.11 Let P  and Q be non-singular quadratic k-forms such tha t 
dim P is  odd. I f  P  is similar to Q over k(P),  then P  and Q are similar over k. 
Notice we do not need the hypothesis P  and Q are birationally equivalent.
P r o o f . Since P  has odd dimension, we can replace P  by a similar form such 
that we may assume that Q and P  have the same determinant. Over k(P),  
P  and Q are similar forms with the same determinant and odd dimension, 
they must be isometric over k(P).  Since d im P  is not a  2-power, the previous 
lemma implies that P  and Q must be similar over A;, as desired. □
We now provide few classes of forms where the question Q2 above has a 
positive answer.
P r o p o s i t i o n  3.4.12 Let P  and Q be anisotropic k-forms and P  = Pq ±  (a) 
for some Pfister form P ' and a €  k. Then P  and Q are similar i f  and only i f  
P  and Q define the same generic splitting tower.
P r o o f . Suppose that P  and Q define the same generic splitting tower. P  is 
clearly a Pfister neighbor of the Pfister form Pq _L aPo, hence Q is also a Pfister 
neighbor of this Pfister form too. In particular, the anisotropic kernels Pi and 
Qi of P  and Q over k(P),  respectively, are defined over k. Clearly, Pi ^  — aP0 
over k(P)  which is a  codimension 1 Pfister neighbor. But P t and Q i have the
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same generic zero fields, hence they must be similar (over k ( P ) ) .  By 3.4.8, 
Pi and Q 2 are both codimension 1 neighbors of P q over k ,  hence are similar. 
Therefore P  and Q  are neighbors of P q _L aPo with similar complements, hence 
are similar. □
We have seen that the 5-dimensional Pfister neighbors are special, hence are 
similar to a  form of shape P  ±  (a), where P  is a Pfister form. The proceeding 
proposition implies the similarity class of such a form is determined by it 
generic splitting tower. The results in [W] and the main theorem in [H4], 
imply that the same hold for forms of dimension <  4 and the 5-dimensional 
none Pfister neighbor forms. So we have
C orollary  3.4.13 The similarity class o f any form o f  dimension <  5 is 
determined by its generic splitting tower.
COROLLARY 3.4.14 Let P  be an anisotropic Pfister neighbor o f codimension 
<  5. Let Q be an anisotropic form such that P  and Q define the same generic 
splitting tower over k. Then P  and Q are similar.
PROOF. Let tt be the Pfister form associated to P . The hypothesis imply 
that Q  is also a  neighbor of 7r. Let P q and Qo  be the complements of P  and Q , 
respectively, in Po< By the previous corollary we have P q ~  Q q over k ( P ) .  Note 
that P  is isotropic over fc(Po) , because ir is. Therefore, fc (P )(P o ) is rational 
over k ( Po) .  Likewise A:(P)(Qo) is rational over and k{ Qo) .  By the ZCP (which 
holds here since dimPo <  5), Po and Qo  are birationally equivalent over k.  In 
the case Po is not a 5-dimensional neighbor, this implies that P q and Q q are 
similar. This in turn shows that their complements P  and Q  in t t  are similar. 
Now let Po and Q q be 5-dimensional neighbors. Then we can repeat the same 
argument above with Po and Q q replaced by their complements to conclude 
that Po and Q q are similar; this implies that P  ~  Q  are similar. □
Chapter 4 
The Pfister-Leep Conjecture
In analogy to algebraically closed fields, a field k  is called a  Ctf-field if every 
system of r forms of degree d over k  in n variables where n >  r has a common 
non-trivial zero over k. For a  prime p, the field k  is called a p-field if [L : A;] is 
a power of p for every finite extension Lfk.
In [PI], Pfister proof the following
T h eo rem  {[PI, Theorem 2]): I f  k is a p-field, then for any d not divisible by 
p, k is a  C$-field.
See also [P2, Theorem 2]. A special case is
C orollary  ([PI, Corollary 1]): I f  k is a p-Held for some prime p  ^  2, then 
k is a  Cq -Geld
Pfister conjectured that the converse of this corollary is true.
P f is t e r ’s C o n je c t u r e  ([PI, Conjecture 3]): If k is a  C^-field, then A: is a 
p-field for some prime p  ^  2. . .
In [L2, Theorems 5.4, 5.5], Leep proved this conjecture for fields of charac­
teristic 0 or 2 and gave the following generalized version of Pfister’s conjecture 
to higher degree forms (see [L2, 1.4]):
T h e  C o n j e c t u r e  o f  P f i s te r - L e e p .  For a fixed d, if k  is a C o-field , then 
A: is a  p-field for some prime p ^  d.
In this chapter we show that the Pfister-Leep conjecture is true if d is a 
power of the characteristic of the field k. Note that if A: is a Cg-field, then 
k  is also a Cq-field (because if { F i,. . . ,  Fr} is a system of forms of degree q,
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then {Fj1, . . . ,  F}} is an equivalent system of forms of degree q'). Therefore we 
need only to consider the case when d is equal to the characteristic of k.
4.1 A system of forms 
Let k  be a fixed field and let d >  1 be a fixed integer. In this section, we define 
a system of forms of degree d that will be used in the proof of the the special
case of the conjecture. We take our variables to be Z , X  1^X2 , __
Define /  : {2 ,3 ,...}  -¥ {1 ,2 ,...}  and g : {2 ,3 ,...}  -► { l ,d , d? , ...}  as 
follows:
For n > 0, let
n  =  Oo +  ct\d -f- • • ■ -J- aTdr
be the d-adic expansion of n, where at €  {0 ,1 ,... ,d  — 1}, 0 <  t < r , and 
ar ^  0. Set g(n) = dr+1; and
dr~l if 11 =  dr ;
f [n)  = dT if n =  ardr and ar > 1;
aod + ajd2 4-----4- ar- id r if n ^  ardr.
Now, define the form (f>n of degree d as follows:
' X nZ d~l -  xdfln), if n =  dr ;
4>n = < X ° f a Z d~ari if n = ardr and ar > 1;
X d -  X/(n)X “(rn)Z A~a' - x, otherwise.
R em ark  4.1.1
(i) Note that n < dr+1 =  g(n),  hence f (n)  < dr+1. In particular, The 
form 4>n does not involve the variables X t, t  > dr+1
(ii) Also n <  dm, implies r < m,  with equality only if n — dm. Hence 
n < dm implies f (n )  < dm and g(n) < dm.
(iii) If n =  a rdr , then dn =  arg(n). If n  ^  a rdr , then g{n) >  n and 
dn =  f (n )  4- arg(n).
(iv) If n ^  ardr and ar = d — 1, then n — f (n)  =  (d — l)(^(w) — n) > 0.
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To give the reader a  feeling of how the forms 0 n look, we list these forms 
for the case d =  3 and 1 <  n  <  9.
02 =  X I  -  X*Z,  03 =  X3Z 2 -  X ?,
04 =  x l  -  x 3XqZ,  05 = x i ~ x 6x 9z ,  06 =  x ‘i  -  x g z ,
07 =  X? -  X 3X l  08 =  x $  -  X 6X l  09 =  X 0Z 2 -  X I
L em m a 4.1.2 Let m bean integer >  1, and let z , X\,X2 , . . .  be elements from a 
Held. Ifz  = 0  and the forms 0 2 , . . . ,  0 dm defined above vanish on (z,xi,x2, . . . ) ,  
then x n = 0 for n < dm.
PROOF. Suppose that 1 <  n <  dm, and let n = qqd° +  a id  +  • • • +  ardr be 
the d-adic expansion of n, ar ^  0. We use induction on n to show that under 
the given hypotheses, x n = 0 .
If n = l ,  then d <  dm. Hence 0d :=  X aZ d~l —X d̂  — X d Z d~l — X d vanishes 
on (0, # 1, 3:2 , . . . ) ,  which implies th a t x\ = 0.
Now assume n > 1. There will be three cases according to how 0„ is 
defined.
Case I. n =  dr. Since n  <  dm, dn <  dm; hence by hypothesis 0d„ := 
XdnZ d~l — ^j(dn) vanishes on (0 ,# i,. . .) .  This implies x /(</„) =  0. But n =  dr 
implies f (dn)  =  / ( d r+1) =  dr =  n, so x n =  0 .
Case II. n =  ardr, ar ^  1. Then our hypothesis that 0„ =  X d — 
X “{n)Zd~ar vanishes on (0 , x i , . . . )  again implies x n = 0 .
Case III. n  ^  ardr. Suppose first that aT <  d — 1 . Then our hypothesis 
that 0„ =  X d — X f ( n)Xg{n)Zd~ “r~ 1 vanishes on (0 ,# i ,. . .)  implies x„ — 0, 
because d — ar — 1 > 0. Now assume ar = d — 1. By remark 4.1.1.(iv), 
f (n )  < n <  dm; hence xj(n) =  0 by induction hypothesis. Therefore, 0n = 
X d — X/ (n) X d(~̂  vanishes on . . .)  again implies x n = 0 as desired. □
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Lemma 4.1.3 Let m be an integer >  1, and let z, x \ , x2, . . .  be elements from a 
Geld. I f z  =  1 and the forms f a , . . . ,  fa™ defined above vanish on (z, x i ,X2 , . . . ) ,  
then
x n = e„x", for n <  d"1 
where en is a d-power root o f unity,
REMARK 4.1.4 Prom the proof of this lemma we shall see that
(i) en =  1 if n =  dT. In particular, for any n , es(„) =  1 since g(n) is a  
d-power.
(ii) e„ is a d-th root of unity if n  =  adr, 1 <  a < d.
(iii) €„ = ee/(n) where e is a d-th root of unity, if adr , 1 <  a <  d.
PROOF o f  4.1.3 Again, let n = aod° +  aid  + • • • +  ardl be the d-adic 
expansion of n , ar ^  0, and n < dm. If n =  1, then xi =  1 • x 1, so we may 
assume n >  1.
Case I. n = dr. We induct on r. If r  =  1, then fa  := X nZ d~l — X f  
vanishes on ( l ,x i ,x 2, • • •) i m p l i e s =  xd. If r  >  1, then similarly, x #  = x$r_ i. 
But by induction hypothesis, x ^ - i  =  x f ~l , so Xj = x f .
Case II. n =  ardr, 1 < ar <  d. Since n < dm, fa  — X d — X “̂ Z d~°r 
vanishes on ( l ,x i ,x 2, . . .) ,  which implies that x d =  Since dr < n < dm, 
r + 1  <  m. Therefore, g(n) =  dr+1 <  dra, hence by case I we have xff(n) =  x f nK 
Hence x{( =  x“(nj =  x“r9^"\ Therefore, x„ =  e„x", Where en is a  d-th root of 
unity.
Case III. n ^  ardr. Again, since g(n) = dr+1 <  dm, by case / ,  xfl(„) =  
xf n) Thus, f a  := X d — X/ (n)Xjffn)Zd~Cr~l vanishes on ( l ,x 1,x 2, . . .)  implies
Td _  lT“rS(n)X„ — X/(n)X!
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So, it is enough to show th a t Xj(n) — €f(n)x i n̂\  where Cf(n) is a  d-power root 
of unity; for then we have
x n — €f {n )x l
and therefore,
x n — ee / ( n ) X l -
where e is a d-th root of unity, and we may take e„ =  , a d-power root of
unity.
Claim : If n is an integer > 1 and there exists m such that n < d m and
0 2 ,^ 3  vanish on ( l,z i,X 2, • • •)> then #/(„) =  where e^ rt) is
a d-power root of unity.
Proof o f the claim. We may assume f (n)  >  1, for otherwise f (n )  = 1 
implies n = d and we are done by case / ,  Note that since n <  dm, f (n)  < dm 
by remark 4.1.1.(ii). To show that £/{„) =  e/(n)x{ln), we induct on the "length" 
of n; i.e. on the quantity r  — /, where
n = atdl -\------(- ar( f  with atar ^  0.
If r  — t  =  0, then f (n)  — dr~l or dr, hence by case I  applied to f (n)  we have 
Xf(nj =  where f/(„) is a d-th root of unity.
So assume that r  — t > 0. Then
f (n)  =  atd?+1 -I +  asd*+l where a„ ^  0, and s <  r.
The length of f [n)  equals s — t < r — t. Therefore, by induction hypothesis 
applied to f (n) ,
& /(/(«» -  ( /{f(n))x l
Also, since g{f{n))  is a d-power, %(/(„)) =  by case I.
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If f (n )  =  atdi+1, then again by cases I  and I I ,  we get x j n̂j =  €/(n)x{^n\  
where e/(„) is a d-th root of unity. So, assume f (n)  ^  aads+l. Then 4>/(n) ■= 
— -^/(/(n))-X£(7(n))Zd-°*-1 vanishes on ( l,x i ,:r2---- ) implies that
Xf(n) ~  X/U(»))Xglnn))
=  e/(/w ,* { (/W,+-rft,W)
=  by remark 4.1.1.(iii).
Hence,
f ( n ) ~  / ( /(n ) )  1 i
where e is a d-th root of unity. We set f / (n) =  ^ ( /(n ))’ a ^_P°wer root of unity. 
□
4.2 The main result
In this section we will prove
T h eo rem  4.2.1 Let k be a  Held o f characteristic d. Given a  polynomial h over 
k o f degree dm, (m > 1) in one variable, there exists a system S of r(= dm — 1) 
forms o f degree d in r +  1 variables such that h has a  zero in k i f  and only i f  
the system S has a  common non-trivial k-zero.
As a corollary we have
COROLLARY 4.2.2 Let k be a held o f characteristic d. I f  k is a Cq-field, then
(i) every polynomial o f d-power degree has a zero in k.
(ii) k is a p-field for some prime p not dividing d.
P r o o f . Since A: is a a  Co-field, the system S in the theorem has a  non-trivial 
k-zero. Therefore, the polynomial h has a zero in k; hence (i) follow. Now (ii) 
follows from (i) and the following proposition which was proved by Leep for 
the case d =  2; the proof of the general case is identical.
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P r o p o s i t i o n  ([LI, prop. 4.4])A Reid k is a  p-Reld for some prime number p 
not dividing d i f  and only i f  every polynomial o f d-power degree has a  zero in 
k.
Before starting  the proof of 4.2.1, we need the following: Define the func­
tions
i : {d ,d  +  1, d +  2 , . . .}  —► { 1 ,2 ,...} , 
j  : {d,d +  1, d +  2 , . . .}  —► {1,d ,d 2, . . .}
as follows:
For any integer n > d, write the d-adic expansion of n:
n — aod° -j- o jd  -f- • * * -J- arcT, 
where a P ^  0. Set j(n) =  dr ; and
i(n) =  i  ardr~X’ if n =  0pdP;
[ a 0 +  ai<H----- + a r- id p_1, if n ^  a rdr .
Now, for n >  0, define the monomials K„ (of degree d) as follows:
{X rZ d- n if 0 <  n  <  d;if d <  n  =  ardr ; if d <  n #  ardr .
Suppose we are given a  polynomial
/i =  X 1* +  cjm_ * +  • • • +  cjJV +  Co,
w ith coefficients c,- from fc. Define 0/, (a form of degree d) to be
0 / | =  Vrfm - f  +  • * * +  C \Y \  +  Colo*
R em a rk  4.2.3
(i) Note th a t i(n) < dr =  j(n ) . Also, if d <  n <  dm, then r < m, hence
i(n) <  dm-1 and j(n) <  dm_1. In particular, for ft of degree dm, the form fa
involves only the variables Z ,X i , . . . ,  Xjm-i.
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(ii) Let n > d. If n  =  ardr, then di(n) =  n; and if n ^  ardr , then 
n =  i(n) +  arj(n) .
P r o o f  o f  4 .2 .1
Let k  be a  field of characteristic d. Throughout the proof, for n >  0 , let 
n =  do +  . . .  +  ardr , ar ^  0, be the d-adic expansion of n. For any elements 
z ,x i,X2 , . . . of k, and for n = 0 , . . .  ,d m let
Take S  to be the system consisting of of the dm_1 forms d>h, ■ ■ • i <f>dm~ 1 • 
These forms have degree d, and by 4.1.1.(i),(ii) and 4.2.3.(i), the system in­
volves the dm_1 +  1 variables Z ,X i , . . . ,  Xjm- i .
Claim: The system S  has a non-trivial fc-zero if and only if the polynomial 
h has ak  zero.
If m  =  1, then, as noted in 4.2.3(iii), S — {$/,} is just the homogenization 
of h, and therefore the claim is proved in this case. So we may assume m  >  1.
First, assume that the system ■ • ■ 14>dm- > has a non-trivial common
zero (z ,x 1,x 2) ■ • • ) over k. Then z cannot be zero. Otherwise, if z — 0,
then by Lemma 4.1.2,
By 4.2.3.(i), d <  n <  dm implies i(n) < dm-1. Hence ar,-(„) =  0 for d <  
n < dm, which implies that yn — 0 for 0 < n <  dm. Therefore <f>h vanishes 
on (z,Xi ,X2 , . . .  ,Xd>«-i) implies 0 =  ydm — x i(d™)1 But *(dm) — dm_1, so 
x dm-i — 0. Therefore, 2 =  0 leads to the trivial solution, a  contradiction.
(iii) If h has degree d, then <f>h is nothing but the homogenization of h.
' x'}zd~n
Vn =  ' X 1(n)
. a:i(rt)^j(rn)2
if 0 <  n <  d;
if d <  7i =  ardr ;
;d-ar-1, if d <  n ^  ardr.
x n =  0 for 1 <  n <  d™ *.
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So, we may assume that z — 1 . Claim: x\ is a  zero of h. Note that since the 
characteristic of k = d, all the d-power roots of unity are equal to 1. Therefore 
lemma 4.1.3 implies that
x„ — x"  for 1 <  n < dm~x.
Therefore, for 0 <  n <  dm,
Z/n
x” if 0 <  n < d;
x d̂ n) if d < n =  ardr ;
-  x i . (by 4.2.3.(ii)).
Now, <j>h vanishes on (1,ari,. . .  >) implies
0 — ydm + Cdm-\ydm- \  + ” • + CqDQ
dm dm — 1=  x“ +cdm_lx“ H 1-C0
=  h(xi).
Hence Xi is a zero of h.
Conversely, Assume that there exists a  €  k  such that h(a ) =  0. Put 2 =  1 
and xn = a" for n >  1. We verify that (z,xi , . . .  , a^m-i) is a common zero of 
the forms <f>\, . . . ,  . As above, we have by 4.2.3.(ii),
{ a n if 0 <  n < d\
Qrf«{n) if d <  n  =  ardr\
a ,fn)+“r-?("), if d < n  ^  ardr.=  a ” :
and therefore
0 =  h(a) =  adm + c<jm_1a t,m 1 H +  cq
=  t/rfm - f  +  • • • +  CqJ/0)
Hence, <j)h vanishes on ( z , x i , . . .  ,Xdm-i).
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To verify th a t <f>n vanishes on (z,xi , . ) for 1 <  n < dm-1, first
assume th a t n = dr. Then f(n) = dr_1, and therefore xn2d-1 — xd^  = 
a" — =  o f  — otd(d' *) =  0. Hence, <f>„ vanishes on (2 , 2:1 , . . .  , 2: ^ - 1) in
this case. Now assume th a t n = ardr , or ^  1. Then g(n) =  dr+1, and we have 
xd — xg[n)Zd~ar =  otdn — a ar^ n) =  a ar<r+l — a ar<r+1 =  0, hence, <f>n vanishes on 
(2 , 2:1 , ■ • • ,Xdm-i) in this case too. Finally, assume th a t n ^  ardr. By 4.1.1.(iii), 
dn = f(n) +  arg(n)\ hence, xd — xj(n)xag\„)Zd~aT~l — <*dn ~ a ^ n̂ +ar9̂  — 
adn _  adn _  so vanishes on (2 , 2:1, . . .  , 2>>-i). This completes the proof 
of the theorem. □
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